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8.21.2007
Brian,
Your daughter is beautiful, and you are right about her eyes. Children that young are not supposed to be able to see, but yet she seems to be looking right through the camera to the person
looking at the photo!! I felt a complete connection there!! Methinks she will be a very specially girfted child indeed!!
I am following your predictions about Madeleine McCann at times, but am on a site where there are many users who follow you daily, so am kept informed without having to trawl through
the drivel some people leave you! I am a single Mum, with 2 girls 5 and 6, and therefore have not enough time in the day for drivel!! I applaud you for reading through it all though and
answering everyone!! Although me also thinks you may have a bit of help there!! lol
I am aware that we all have the powers to predict and communicate but that for the most part they are dormant. Mine have been active on occassion, concerning those close to me, but I
choose not to pursue their use, just accept that they exist. Many people are fakes, or frauds, or perhaps have some abilities but exaggerate them for their own gain. However, I have every
respect for the people like yourself who dedicate their life to using their abilities for helping others. You wont always be right and you will always be critisized, but keep up the good work,
because something is better than nothing at all!
One point which may already have been mentioned.....the image of the girl on the back of the McCanns car when they visited Spain (a day late due to Gerry being sick apparently but I
suspect more to do with the Begium sighting!), it looks to me to simply be a poster of Madeleine selotaped into the rear window!!
See how easy it is to assume something sinister or eerie!! Isn't it more likely that while putting up posters of their daughter they also have one in the rear of their car? As I said, I haven't
read past that bit yet, still catching up, so someone may have already stated this!! I just had to see those eyes!! So I was distracted!! And your daughter has compelled me to write to you
and share my views!! See, connected!! lol
luv 'n' stuff

Tracy xxx
reply
Thanks Tracy, and remember the part I said she did not cry after she was born? Well all of that's changed now...she can defiantly cry.
I believe everyone can do what I do...we all dream...just many of usually dream about what our mind is thinking about before we go to sleep. Try clearing your mind before falling asleep...it
helps me tune into things I want to see...and some time's things I wish I had not even seen. I sometime visualize that my mind is a giant universal antenna picking up on the Universal
Consciousness Channel...but this channel is not on CNN :)
Brian
Hi Brian, firstly congratulations to you and your family on the birth of your daughter:-)
Secondly it is good to see that Madeleine's Grandmother has made contact via a friend. I hope this helps you to locate her quickly.
Thirdly to the lady whose copy and paste wasn't working try highlighting what you want to copy and pressing Ctrl & the letter C whilst continuing to hold down the Ctrl key, to paste do the
same but use the letter V. You don't have to include that bit if you don't want.
Also you wrote IMPORTANT UPDATE: FOR THOSE THIS APPLIES TO, PLEASE ACCESS BRIEF #5
What does that mean? Is it a reference to the private bit or do you have a team of people helping you from all over the world?
Cheers
G.
reply
Hi,
First...thank you very much, second...thanks for helping out a reader...third...yes it is and will be made public.
Brian
I wanted to first tell you congratulations on your newest little addition. I also wanted to send you the newest news report I just ready about the Madeleine McCann Case.
Maddie cops' major new search
By ONLINE REPORTERS
August 20, 2007
COPS searching for missing Madeleine McCann will today start a major new hunt.
All leave has been cancelled and officers put on stand-by for what one police source called a “decisive” week in the inquiry.
Detectives — who say they have “other evidence” — have applied for warrants to scour areas where Maddie may have been taken the night she vanished.
Witnesses will also be re-interviewed from today.
The Portuguese police source said: “A lot of work has been going on behind the scenes for some time now. The next few days are going to be decisive.”
It was thought the 109-day hunt for four-year-old Maddie was stagnating. But the insider said: “The direction of the investigation doesn’t just depend on the outcome of forensic tests, we
have other evidence.
“This week there will be an increase in police activity on the ground.
“We’ll be looking in areas where Madeleine may have been taken the night she disappeared.”
Among those to be quizzed as a witness will be expat Pamela Fenn, 73.
She disturbed a thief in her home above the McCanns’ holiday apartment in Praia da Luz on the Algarve two weeks before Maddie was snatched.
Unconfirmed local press reports also claim cops may be about to arrest a new suspect in the UK. Meanwhile, results of tests on blood specks found at the McCanns’ apartment are
expected in a few days. Early indications are that the blood is not Maddie’s.
At the weekend her parents Kate and Gerry, both 39, met a British man who had faced “an ordeal similar to ours”.
In his blog, heart specialist Gerry wrote: “It was good to talk about our emotions, pressures and coping.” Kate also went to church alone yesterday.
It is not known when the McCanns, of Rothley, Leics, will return to the UK, although the lease on their villa in Praia da Luz runs out next month.
But a family spokesman has said that Kate and Gerry are starting to think about returning to the UK with their two-year-old twins, Sean and Amelie.
They have not yet set a date and will not necessarily return from Portugal next month.
If Madeleine is still missing, they will continue to travel back to the Algarve regularly to help police.
The family spokeswoman said: “They are starting the process of thinking about coming home. They haven’t made any decision.”
reply
Thanks, and will post this news story.
Brian
10:31 PM
below are 3 dd's from last night, they are pillow readings and I'm almost certain they are related to this case, and not another missing child taken from the same area.

"RM knows where MM is - search his home again --, flag, water"

"Casa - look again MM RM - 3 tennis courts - feel where she is - go, 8 basement near water, 8"

"down -- look for the handle below -- right in front of you -- broken light, 272, shelf, crack, the room, water, bed"
I still believe that Madeleine is in the basement of RM's mothers house, however I could be wrong so I want make sure the areas highlighted in red are searched...with UK dogs using the
scent from Madeleine...alive...do not use any scent that local authorities have in their possession regardless how much you may believe them.
I also highly suggest get new scent samples from Madeleine...her parents should have this...and please keep them updated on the case. I would again suggest they go with you...I know
they do not want to go, but I believe this is still very important.
Per DD instruction it says to 'feel where she is'...and since I'm not there, I'm doing the only thing I know to do.
I have printed a map using a google earth map I found on the web...I have highlighted the area's that need to be searched.
In the second DD it says '3 tennis courts', and I believe I have found them and have included them in the search box.
I also tried to 'feel where she is' in many other ways, but came up with nothing. I'm not psychic, but I do know that psychics can find people by using just a map.
I have many psychics friends and hopefully I will hear from them with more information.

Again, this page will go public in 24-48 hours...I also realize that a search is going to be conducted in the local area...still not sure why this information was leaked to the media...if anyone
knows the reason, please tell me.
reply
in aswer why the information was leaked to the media- I think maybe becuase the portugese police have been criticised for not doing anything- for making a mess of the investigation... I
think they leak may be accidently on purpose to show that they are actually doing somthing??
either that or this is there way of letting the kidnapper know to get maddie out of there before they search??
have you sent this map to the grandma's friend?? I hope they have some scent for the british police thats not already with the portugese police>>also- im not even 100% that its the british
police doing the searching?? I havent read this- as far as i know its being done by the portugese?? anytime the british are involved, they are only ybeing HELPERS to the portugese
Regards
reply
Hi, good point and the map was sent to her however I do not know if they are going to do anything with it.
Brian
Hi Brian
Have been reading with great interest and thought this a different angle…
Found this on one of the discussion forums I frequent. Not sure about copyright stuff. This was an article that someone there translated.
Do you have any feelings about Russell Obrien or RM’s sister?
Thanks Martha
A polícia inglesa está a preparar a detenção de um amigo dos McCann, em Exeter, por suspeita de envolvimento no desaparecimento de Madeleine, no Algarve. Recorde-se que alguns
amigos que passaram férias com o casal McCann no The Ocean Club, na Praia da Luz, residem naquela localidade.
The British police is ready to arrest a friend of the McCanns in Exeter, on suspicion of involvement in the disappearance of Madeleine in the Algarve. It has been mentioned
that some of the friends who spent the holidays with the McCanns at the Ocean Club, Praia da Luz, live in that locality.
A Polícia Judiciária está há muito a seguir as pistas sobre movimentações consideradas estranhas por parte do suspeito na noite de 3 de Maio, quando Madeleine desapareceu. O amigo
dos McCann chegou por volta das 20.30 ao jantar no restaurante Tapas, situado naquele aldeamento e a cerca de 30 metros do apartamento onde estava Maddie com os seus dois irmãos
gémeos, acabando por se ausentar na maior parte do tempo. Pouco depois de voltar a juntar-se ao grupo, já por volta das 22.00, apareceu Kate McCann a gritar "Eles levaram-na!",
referindo-se à filha. Mas as versões apresentadas à PJ pelos pais de Madeleine e pelos amigos, sobre os passos seguidos naquela noite, são contraditórias.
The PJ are following up the investigation regarding the strange movements of the suspect on the night of 3rd May when Madeleine disappeared. The friend of the McCanns
arrived around 8.30pm to dine at the Tapas restaurant situated in the complex and about 30 meters from the apartment where Maddie and her twin siblings were located, and
the person was then absent for a major part of the time. Soon after the person returned to the group around 10 pm, Kate McCann appeared and cried out `They have taken
her`, refering to her daughter. But the versions presented to the PJ by the parents and by the friends about what followed that night are contradictory.
O suspeito mudou-se para Exeter quatro semanas antes de ir de férias para a Praia da Luz. É também naquela cidade inglesa que vive a irmã mais nova do luso-britânico Robert Murat,
único arguido no caso Madeleine por suspeita de rapto da menor. Murat esteve em Exeter antes de vir de férias para Portugal, no dia 1 de Maio. De resto, terá sido este suspeito a
denunciar à PJ movimentações de Murat junto do apartamento onde estava a criança.
The suspect moved to Exeter four weeks before going on holiday to the Praia da Luz. The younger sister of Robert Murat, the only person designated as a suspect for
kidnapping Madeleine, also lives in the same city. Murat was also in Exeter before returning to Portugal on 1st of May. Additionally, it was this suspect who denounced Murat
to the police – re. his movements near the apartment where the child resided.
Segundo apurou o DN, as televisões britânicas preparam-se para deslocar, hoje, equipas de reportagem para aquela cidade, a fim de acompanhar a situação.
According to the DN, the British television crews and reporters are preparing to move to Exeter with a view to following the situation.
Espera-se que os detectives no Reino Unido actuem depois de terem recebido informações dos colegas portugueses. A informação é avançada pelo jornal inglês Daily Express, que
assegura que há suspeitos ingleses que têm vindo a ser vigiados há já várias semanas.
It is hoped that the UK detectives will act after having received information from their Portuguese colleagues. The information was leaked by the English newspaper Daily
Express, which has confirmed that there are English suspects who have been kept under surveillance for many weeks.
Após as declarações do director nacional
reply

Hi Martha, I'm not sure about his sister and will post this information.
Brian
Brian please keep the live RM webcam in your private area if you want it to stay up.
T
reply
Hi, thanks, will do.
Brian
Dear Brain
A few things about your DD last night, Casa Liliana is the full name of Robert Murat's villa. I did a search for the apartments and came up with Estrela Da Luz, in Praia Da Luz, which
someone has posted pictures of before, it looks like it has some sort of flag at one of the aparment blocks, there is also 3 tennis courts on view see pic here

I think is the same location that you have done on google earth. regards Denise UK
reply
Thanks Denise will post this.
Brian
Hi Brian. I am a new reader and still somewaht sceptical... sorry I am just being honest, but I do find what you are saying very intriuging. How do you get to the pirvate site, or is this
something for memebers only?
Im trying to hold on to your belief that MAddie is alive. God BLess you and your family.
Angie
reply
Hi, and I appreciate your honesty...the private area is for police and people working closely with the case and usually contains material I want to keep private for 1 to 2 days....right now
there is nothing in the private area that's not public.
Brian
Hi Brian:
Have been reading your site from the beginning of this ordeal - you are very blessed to have such a gift! I don't know how you dream with a newborn in the house! I have not written before
- something is compelling me to do so. Feel very driven to put the pieces of the puzzle together. I keep current, when I can (have 5 teens and a 4year old daughter), but seem to be
missing something. I , too wish I could visually see the area to put things together. Would you be willing to open up the next private area soon? Hopefully, someone has the completed
puzzle already, but if not, maybe the info would help.
god bless - prayers to this "little lamb", Maddie
Hope
reply
Hi Hope, it's already public and there is nothing in the private area that's not been made public.
Brian
DD5886

"RM has been to Cancun - this will prove guilt and cover-up"
I'm going to see if this is true or not.
Brian
8.22.2007
Hello Brian,
Just wanted to send this message through to your site for everyone who reads it that is on Madeleine's team ~ it was just sent to me and I thought how appropriate it is for this situation,
especially during those times when we feel a real need to help but powerless to do so. Here it is:
Getting Extra Help
You can ask your angels to talk to their angels
How many times have you been in a situation where one of your good friends approached you with a drama that was seemingly hopeless? They had no idea how to proceed and no one to
turn to. Perhaps it had even been going on for quite awhile with no resolution in sight. Perhaps, also, you had told your friend to make some intentions around the drama, and yet, because
of their emotions and fears, doubting nature or inexperience at manifesting, they were still up to their neck in the quicksand of the situation. In short, nothing was working.
When we're in situations like this, where we really want to help someone else, but don't know where to turn, this is what we've learned to do. We go into our quiet place where we will not be
disturbed, and we ask our angels to talk to their angels.
My Intention for today is:
I Intend that I am helping to resolve my friends' dramas by asking my angels to talk with their angels.
Let's all make some special time today for connecting with our Angels and asking them to connect to Madeliene's Angels, and also to Kate & Gerry's Angels, and also the people who have
Madeleine in their care right now, their Angels. See these Angels communicating and advocating for our purest intentions - and know that it is so ~ and so it is.
Blessings, Helen
reply
Thanks Helen, beautiful and will post it :)
Brian
Hi Brian,
Please tell me that this recent information has been passed onto the British police or else Maddy’s family. Surely inspite of their Catholic upbringing it is more important to follow up on
these leads than to ignore information that comes from people with very special gifts such as yourself. I am Portuguese and I know that the majority of people in high places in Portugal are
corrupt. It is a common thing in Portugal I’m afraid to say.
Congratulations on your lovely daughter.
Sandra
reply
Hi Sandra, yes it has, however as far as them actually using it...I do not know.
Brian
i think i have found a link to cancun and robert murat - i am currently working on doing you a word document with all of the information and i will email it to you soon.
keep up the good work and i will be in contact.
p.s - do you think that the lady that emailled you on behalf of madeleines gran is a fake or do you beleive she is genuinely helping the family?
p.p.s - congratulations on your new bundle of joy. xx
C
reply
Hi, thanks and when you have something please let me know...oh and the lady is for real...and thank you :)
Brian
Hi Brian,
I hope that this email reaches you ok and I hope that Madeleine will be found alive and well with your help.
I live in Lagos which is next to Praia da Luz. I saw your google earth map showing the location of 3 tennis courts and realised that you may have the wrong tennis courts.
I have attached a google earth map showing the location of 3 tennis courts to the north of your image. I believe that these 3 tennis courts may be owned or ran by Mark Warner as they are
shown on one of their Ocean Club Resort layout maps.
Kevin
reply
Hi Kevin, can you send the attachment again?
Brian

reply
Thanks
Goodmorning Brian,
Been reading your pages every day for weeks now, and altough i was a sceptic at first, i more and more started to believe
that there is a lot of sense in what your saying. (means; you have a new fan!
)
I understand if you can not go into details, but can you tell me if anything is being done with the things you
have said on your pages? does the police know?? Are people actually looking for madeleine using your drawings?
Hope you keep doing what your doing..and hoping your right about madeleine..
Kind regards
Lynn
the netherlands
reply
Thanks Lynn...and I'm glad you like the site. Some people are now using my drawings and I hope they find her today.
Brian

On yesterdays live radio we have some amazing guests including Annette Martin seen on several episodes of the show Psychic Detective's on Court TV and regularly does work for Nancy
Grace on CNN as well as dozens of police agencies around the world. We also had a psychic specializing in missing children, his name is Rob Lindblad and can be reached at his website
http://childsearchpsychic.tripod.com. Yesterdays show archive should be available for download soon and will be posted here.
Brian
Hi Brian,
As I live near to Praia da Luz, I thought that I would give you some info about the place.
When you enter Praia da Luz using the road EN 537, when you get to Praia da Luz, you physically have to turn right then left into Rua da Ramalhete and drive past the 3 tennis
courts/tennis club which are now on your right. There is a one way system in operation.
I know this because I visit the Baptista Supermarket occasionally which stocks many popular English products for the Expats.
Strange, but a few weeks ago, I had a dream that I was viewing a house somewhere in Portugal (only because the buildings seemed typically portuguese). For what reason, I cannot
remember. Anyway, when I was walking down the garden, I looked over to the neighbouring property on my left and there was a stone table. I was convinced that I saw Madeleine, sitting
on the stone table having her hair brushed. There seemed to be a few people around her. I called out the name Madeleine because I thought that I recognised her and she ran away down
the garden. I ran after her and came to a police car. I then woke up. I remember this dream so vividly because I do not normally have these sorts of dreams and it felt like I was being given
a clue. I did not contact you at the time because a previous email I sent to you did not seem to reach you.
Hope this might help.
Regards
Kevin
reply
Thanks Kevin.
Brian
Hi Brian,
Image of the Ocean Club that I found on the internet. Shows the 3 tennis courts to the north of your image.
I always thought that it was a tennis club, but Mark Warner appear to have it as part of their site.
Regards
Kevin
reply
Thanks Again Kevin
dear Brian,Hope that this the private one because I dont relally want all
this on the site but Russell one of the doctors who is now being involved
is a smear campaign was unable to go to work today, He is a hospital
consultant, so not only is he absolutely heartbroken at being named as a
suspect. Patents of his who may have waited a long time for an appointment
were not seen. I wish some poeple would realise this is not a soap opera.
peoples lifes and reputationa are being ruined.
Mike is off to Portugal and wants to know if he is unsure ,can he e mail
you and what is the best e mail to use to get to you quickly
reply
Hi, thank you and if it's ok with you I would like to post this email with personal information removed. I really think the public should know what's really going on, and yes please use this
email address. Will not post without your permission.
Brian
No problem Brian post whatever you think will help
reply
Thanks, done.
Brian
Hi Brian Firstly, huge congrats on the birth of your little girl – she looks lovely! Ive been away for 1 week visiting family, with no internet access, so has taken a while to catch up! Estrela
da la Luz hotel apartments address is: Rúa da Escola Primaria, to the left & just off Rúa Primeiro da Maio (MAIO mentioned on recent DD). Ocean Club Summer Beach Resort is to the
right of Rúa Primeiro da Maio, see link of map but can view Hybrid, zoom etc. http://maps.google.com/maps?tab=wl You have done 2 DDs showing the same view through an apartment
window, of tennis courts through the left window pane & a tall tree through the right window pane. This tree is in the middle of the pool of the Estrela da la Luz complex - same shape that
you have drawn twice before. see link http://www.privatevillas.ie/villa.php?id=275 This view through the window must be an apartment high up to see both the tennis courts & the tall tree
& perhaps is a temporary place where Madeleine could be/has been, but these apartments do have basements according to for sale advertisements on websites.
http://www.oceanicoresorts.com/our_resorts/estrela_da_luz/edl_location.html http://www.oceanicodevelopments.com/images/edl_main_01_b.jpg Kind regards Z reply Hi Z, and thanks.
Will also post your information...what bothers me is that even if we are able to pinpoint her exact location, the area will not get searched by people not connected with Madeline' case and
possible other missing person cases in the area. I'm almost certain that the location is a basement. Brian
Again you're thoughts
reply I suggest they leave the country before they are no longer able to help in the search...and I certainly hope what Gerry said at the bottom of this report is not true, as it's not correct and
giving up hope is never acceptable...there are hundreds of families allover the world that know this to be true! I was also not aware that a sex-offender registry was already in place
in the UK, if its not, please make it happen. Brian
Missing Children Myths
Published: September 17, 2000
by: Daniel D. Broughton
The statistics are well-publicized: 2,000 children are reported missing every day in this country; nearly 800,000 children disappear for at least a time every year; one in four girls and one in
eight boys will be sexually exploited or abused before reaching adulthood.
Ever since Adam Walsh was abducted and murdered in 1981, we have been barraged with images of children taken, molested and sometimes murdered. But the realities behind the
statistics are often misunderstood, in ways that lead to unnecessary fear on one hand, and dangerous complacency on the other.
For instance, of those nearly 800,000 children reported missing each year, 99 percent are found through law enforcement efforts, according to FBI statistics. That still leaves 8,000 to
10,000 missing despite a prolonged searcha frightening, but certainly far more manageable, number.
We know that the vast majority of those missing have been taken by a non-custodial parent, have run away, or have been thrown out of their homes. The number of children kidnapped by
others is far smaller, though absolutely devastating in every case.
About 200 to 300 children are kidnapped in the classic sense each year, according to the National Incidence Study of Missing, Exploited, Runaway and Throwaway Children (NISMART).
Another 3,200 to 4,600 are taken for shorter periods, have something done to them, often a sexual assault of some type, and are then released. This number could be two to five times
higher than the NISMART estimate, some believe, because of underreporting to law enforcement.
Another 140,000 children who have not been taken or run away also disappear for long enough to be reported to the police, according to NISMART. While most of these episodes are
relatively benign, 20 percent of these children are injured during the episode, with 14 percent being assaulted or abused.
We know child abduction and exploitation rank high on the list of most parents' concerns. It is important for parents, pediatricians, and others to understand the scope and importance of the
issue. A number of misconceptions about missing children are worth exploring.
Myth #1: Young children are the most common victims of abduction and exploitation.
Actually, adolescents, especially girls, are the ones at greatest risk. The average victim of abduction and murder is an 11-year-old girl with a stable family relationship. First contact with her

abductor usually occurs within a quarter-mile of her own home.
It is important that parents and adolescents understand the vulnerability of this age group. This is a time when most parents start to relax, thinking their children are finally old enough to
take care of themselves. It is also a time when adolescents start exerting their independence. The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children's Know the Rules campaign suggests
teens be taught the importance of following three simple rules: always go places with a friend or friends; always tell an adult, preferably a parent, where you are going; and if it doesn't feel
right, or is uncomfortable, don't do it.
Myth #2: Children abducted by parents are not at risk.
Sadly, children taken by parents are at risk. Parental kidnapping has often been viewed as a domestic issue of little concern to anyone else. But parents who abduct their own children are
often acting out of desperation, attempting to wreak revenge and pain on the spouse left behind.
These children are uprooted from their routine with family, friends, school and church, and often live a life on the run with assumed names. They often do not receive proper medical
attention or education. In essence, they lose half their heritage and most of their past. Parental kidnapping is a crime, a felony in almost every state.
Myth #3: It is unlikely that a missing child will be found as a result of someone recognizing a picture of the child.
In fact, pictures play a vital role in locating missing children. In a survey carried out by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, law enforcement officials identified pictures as
the single most important tool in the search for a missing child. One out of six children featured in photo campaigns is found as a direct result of the photo. The public plays a tremendously
important role in the search for missing children, and photographs are the critical link between the public and law enforcement.
Myth #4: Teaching children to beware of strangers is the most important step we can take to keep them safe from abduction.
The vast majority of children are abused, molested or exploited by people they know, or whom they do not consider strangers. According to NCMEC statistics, even in non-family
abductions, most perpetrators were not considered to be strangers by the victim.
While it is reasonable to teach children to be cautious around strangers, as a safety message it is woefully inadequate. NCMEC advocates comprehensive personal safety education be
included as part of the curriculum in every U.S. school.
The American Academy of Pediatrics has joined NCMEC in developing and endorsing Guidelines for Programs to Reduce Child Victimization , a resource that will enable school districts to
evaluate and choose the best program for their own area.
More information on missing children or child exploitation is available from NCMEC ( www.missingkids.com) or by calling 1-800-843-5678.
********** This report was from 2000 and for the US only, but I'm sure it applies worldwide. Brian
ok Brian, i have done a bit of research with regards to your cacun link, but before i send anything onto you, can you take a look at this man in the photo and let me know what you think of
him please? if you feel he is something to do with this then please let me know and i will send you on the word attachment on stuff i hae found out about this man and the cancun link to
RM. Think you may need to open this photo in internet explorer as for some reason it wouldnt save as a jpeg file)
Thanks
C
reply
Hi, I'm not sure I would have to basically sleep on it, have many psychic readers though and hopefully they might be able to help. Brian

reply So I guess that the legal action that caused me to suspend this case several months ago was true, how can the parents have time to sue someone right now?? Can anyone confirm
this news report is true or just another fake one? Brian
Brian: May I say you are wonderful for giving your time and using your gift to find missing children. I have been keeping up with your site regularly praying there will be a break through
soon and Madeleine will be found alive. I saw the picture that was posted of the man in the photo that C wanted you to look at concerning Cancun after I had read this news item and
wondered if it could be the same man.
Police are investigating fresh claims that Madeleine McCann is alive and being held captive after witnesses reported seeing her being bundled into a car in Spain.
Two witnesses told detectives they are “certain” they saw the missing four-year-old girl with a man who was acting strangely at a petrol station earlier this week.
The sighting is a glimmer of hope for desperate parents Kate and Gerry McCann, who this week revealed that they believed their daughter was alive and being held somewhere in Spain.
The two female witnesses who triggered the latest police search told officers they saw a well-built man shoving the little girl, who resembled Madeleine, into a dark green Citroen ZX
hatchback.
They watched as he mistreated her at a car wash at a Shell service station on a main road out of the port city of Cartagena on the country’s south-east coast.
The witnesses said the man pushed the girl down on to a car seat when he realized that they were watching him.
One of the witnesses told officers: “The man was holding the girl by the hand, but when he saw us watching him he picked her up by her head, pushed her into the seat to hide her and
sped off as fast as he could in the car.”
The suspect was described as 5ft 9in tall, with chestnut-color hair and dark brown eyes, wearing a short-sleeved T-shirt and what they described as “pirate-style” trousers, thought to be
three-quarter length.
The two Spaniards reported the incident to the Civil Guard headquarters in Cartagena at 7.45pm on Tuesday, two hours later.
It prompted detectives to visit the petrol station on the N332 several times to interview staff and customers and increase their presence in the area. All officers, including the rural police
service, have been given a description of the possible kidnapper and the car and have stepped up patrols.
A spokesman for the Spanish government’s office in the province of Murcia said: “Two Spanish women presented themselves at the Civil Guard office in Cartagena to say they were
certain they had seen Madeleine in a car at a service station.”
Petrol pump attendant Francisco Cervantes told the police that he also remembered seeing the green Citroen ZX at the car wash.
He said: “I saw a green Citroen which was very dirty and headed straight for the car wash. The car was being driven by a person with curly hair.”
The description of the suspect is similar to one the McCanns’ friend Jade Tanner gave to police of a suspect in Praia da Luz.
Madeleine’s parents said earlier this week they believed Madeleine could easily have been smuggled into Spain. Gerry added: “The possibility that Madeleine is alive in Spain is very real.
The border between the two countries is very big.” If it is Madeleine, I hope and pray that she is found before they hurt her seriously, and if it is not, I hope they find the man so that little girl
will be safe.
Kathy R.
reply Hi Kathy and thanks for this...again I have no reason to believe that she has gone anywhere, but as always all leads must be followed up on. Brian
THIS WEEKS RADIO SHOW KEVIN AND I DID HAS NOW BEEN ARCHIVED, THE GUESTS WE HAD ON MAYBE ABLE TO HELP IN THIS CASE, SO PLEASE TAKE A LISTEN BY
CLICKING HERE :) Brian
8.24.2007
“’WE’VE LET MADELEINE DOWN.’”
The Express is watching the McCanns. And it transcribes the “agonising moment” when Kate McCann realised her daughter had gone. “We’ve let her down, we’ve let her down,” she sobs.
“
What light this sheds on the case is unclear. But the Express realises that no detail, however trivial, invasive and voyeuristic should be overlooked.
And it duly delivers the “extraordinary details” as told by a neighbour of the McCanns in Praia da Luz. This is “mum’s amazing outburst”.
Pamela Fenn, 81, lives in the flat above where the McCanns were staying. She says two night before Madeleine went missing she heard a toddler crying “Daddy, daddy” constantly
between 10:30 and 11:45pm.
The crying is said to have stopped when the parents retuned to the apartment.
And on the night Madeleine went missing, Mrs Fenn also says she heard crying from below.

The sound of children crying… What can it mean?
Does the Mirror know? While the Express watches the parents, the Mirror is watching the detectives.
And it senses news. A development. The Mirror’s front page goes: “MADELEINE COPS: ‘She died by accident in the flat.’”
A source says the Portuguese police think Madeleine is dead and that it happened in the flat.
“COPS: WE HAVE THE EVIDENCE,” says another headline. And readers learn that the three detectives leading the search for Madeleine “insist they have evidence to show she died in
her parents’ flat”.
Given Portugal’s secrecy laws, it seems odd that a meeting between the top three detectives should be accidentally leaked to the press.
It was only yesterday we heard the police spokesman say that all lines of enquiry remain open. We were told that the police have no firm evidence and if they did they would make an
arrest.
Ad now they have “evidence”, although of what, remains to be deduced
reply
This maybe true, but what person hearing a child calling for her dad for over an hour, would not go down stairs and see what was wrong. I believe everyone reading this would have
investigated it immediately.
Brian
Brian I'm not sure you should go to Portugal given the latest piece from The Times
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/europe/article2324229.ece
Would you be seen as investigating the case? Please remember you have 3 children and a wife that need you & by that I am not saying I don't want Madeleine found alive and well but you
must think about your family first.
G.
reply
Hi, thanks for this and was not aware it was illegal...but will take a note of it. One thing I have never done on any case is to accept donations, and all the offers I have had, I've turned
down. I'm in no way rich, but if I want to go...I can borrow the money. I have said before that I needed the British Embassy's permission in Portugal tol, and to date they have not
responded to my offer. I'm also sure that local police have a very good reason for not wanting me and others to come to their country, however I'm sure it's not for any reason they can
come up with. I'm a very cautious person, and trust me...I will do whatever it takes to stay un-noticed and within whatever laws they want to make up in the future. If only police can
investigate criminal cases, why the plea for help and media attention wanting the public's help in this case...if they are not going to follow-up on all tips?
Brian
Detectives’ hunt for Madeleine ‘was illegal’
A firm of private detectives that hired psychics to help the hunt for Madeleine McCann is being investigated by police for allegedly breaking Portuguese laws on criminal cases.
The company, Strongwood, claims that it is being funded by donations from more than 100,000 people to carry out inquiries into the disappearance of Madeleine from her bed in the resort
of Praia da Luz 114 days ago.
However, Portuguese detectives have contacted officers in the Netherlands complaining that the company has broken laws that mean that only police can investigate criminal cases.
Strongwood, which is registered with the Dutch Ministry of Justice as a private investigation company, said that it had received donations totalling more than ¤a team of<NO>three private
detectives, an expert in children with a “special disorders” and a person with “special abilities” to Praia da Luz at end of last month.
A report of its findings concluded that Madeleine could have died before 7pm on the night that she went missing. Madeleine’s parents, Kate and Gerry McCann, have insisted that she was
alive at 9pm. The company also claimed that the child was killed in her apartment before being taken to a beach in a white van where her body was dumped.
Nico van den Dries, chief executive of Strongwood, said that the company had been sharing information with Portuguese detectives and had not been told it was an offence to investigate
criminal cases.
“We were asked to look at the case because some clairvoyants from America and the Netherlands were giving evidence to the Portuguese police and they were not following them up,” he
said. “We are just doing it for the \ the expenses. We have been co-operating with the Portuguese and they have not said it is against the law.”
Inspector Olegário Sousa, of the Polícia Judiciária, said: “The investigation in Portugal only can be done by police forces. As the collection of funds was done in a foreign country, only the
police in Netherlands can pursue what is clearly a fraud. No private detectives had worked with us or with our British colleagues.”
Willem Melius, from the Politie Zaanstreek-Waterland in the Netherlands, said: “In \ Netherlands the investigation of crimes is for justice and police but in case of missing persons it is
different (but only inside the country). As soon as they discover it to be a crime they should alert the police. If Strongwood appears not to obey the rules the Justice Department will take
steps.” Dutch police are already investigating a letter and map sent to an Amsterdam-based newspaper, De Telegraaf, which claimed to identify the location of Madeleine’s grave in the
Algarve. Portuguese police searched the site but found no trace of Madeleine.
Madeleine’s father yesterday attacked police leaks that have fuelled “preposterous” speculation about what happened to his daughter. Mr McCann said he was disappointed that so much
information had made its way into the public domain.
hiya there again Brian...
i was google mapping and think there may be at another 3 tennis courts
nearby on the other side of Rua da Maio.I know i've seen a sign post on
street level around the building somewhere...
I know it sounds vague...but just wanted to let you know.
kind regards
zoe
reply
Thanks Zoe, will post this ASAP.
Brian
Dear Brian, this will show you the media hype in this country and what stage it has got too, Denise UK
reply
Thanks Denise, story posted.
Brian
The forgotten victim in the McCann case
Our columnist on the disgraceful hounding of Robert Murat
Matthew Parris
Do you have a mother? Have you ever shared a house with her? Might you have dealt with anyone a couple of years past his teens who (for all you know) could have boasted to someone
else about seducing an underage girl? Might you be separated from a spouse and conduct another affair? Might you love your daughter? Might you have a cellar in your house? Might you
assist local efforts to trace a missing child?
Well watch out, because if any toddler should go missing anywhere near you, and you were to be (not unreasonably) questioned by police, the British press could have had you hanged,
drawn and quartered by Monday.
A life has been destroyed after the abduction of Madeleine McCann. Perhaps two, for we do not yet know Madeleine’s fate, and perhaps we never will. But for Robert Murat, the one-time
suspect whom much of the British newspaper industry and parts of the Portuguese media casually decided to convict, a life lies in ruins. There is no redemption for Mr Murat now, not if the
Angel Gabriel should appear on television to exonerate him. The name alone brings a shudder.
But nobody closely involved with this case believes any longer that Mr Murat is anything but an innocent man. For the rest of the world, however, glancing in passing at headlines and
skimming news reports over its coffee, the name Murat is now synonymous with “creepy oddball and obvious suspect”.
His reputation will not now be rescued even by the arrest and conviction of anyone else. Imagine today giving your name at a hotel reception as Robert Murat — or Colin Stagg, or Sally
Clark. Linkages between a crime and a name are set up in the public imagination and persist even after the story has changed direction. “Robert Murat — wasn’t he the one suspected of

taking Maddie? Or cleared of it? Whatever. Mixed up in it anyway.”
For the record, Robert Murat is an Anglo-Portuguese man in his early thirties who has separated from his English wife, has a girlfriend estranged from her own husband, and is sharing a
house with his mother, not far from where Madeleine McCann disappeared. After her disappearance he volunteered to help. He hired a car for a few days. His house has a cellar. He has a
friendly business connection with a 22-year-old
Russian IT operative, Sergey Malinka, who was (it was reported) claimed by a workmate once to have boasted about underage sex. Mr Murat and Mr Malinka have spoken to each other on
mobile phones. And Mr Murat has a four-year-old daughter who (somebody says) looks like Madeleine. Oh — and he’s blind in one eye.
Hi Brian,
I emailed Robert Linblad the man from your radio show and requested help in the Madeleine Mccann case. I told him about you and your dreams and the info regarding Madeleines
abduction.
The only response I got from him was "I only discuss cases with parents and police" and that was all he said.
So as im guessing the likelyhood of the Mccanns or the police listening to anything a psychic says is slim to none then it seems we are on our own on this one.
He obviously wants the parents or police to contact him and clearly that will never happen.
It truely is a shame because if this man really can find Madeleine then its really a huge disappointment that they wont even try to explore this option.
I dont understand because as a mother, religion or not, if my child were mising for over 100 days then I would "leave no stone unturned" as Gerry likes to say.
The portuguese police have stated " It will be good police work that will solve this case not information from psychics"
Well its not solved yet and at this point there seems no end in sight. I hope if Kate and Gerry Mccann are reading this or anyone in the Mccann family Please try this avenue. You Have
nothing to lose and everything to gain. Madeleine could be right there waiting to be found. Please try this option.
Thanks Brian and congrats on your gorgeous little Daughter.
Best wishes to your entire Family.
Amy Sydney Australia.
reply
Thanks, I suggest that her parents call him then...what can it hurt and it would only take a few minutes, and from what I know, all the work he does is for free.
reply
Brian
Thanks for the reply. Yes all work he does for missing children is free and I hope that the parents will at least give it a try. After this long without their little girl one would think you would be
willing to try anything. I will pass his contact info on to them through their Find Madeleine site but if what the media is saying is true and that psychic work is of no interest then I think they
will let this opportunity slide.
Well all we can do is forward them the info. I just find it a shame that all of yours and others hard work is pushed to the wayside and little Madeleine may be sitting somewhere alone and
terrified and as the days go by slowly forgetting who her parents are, which is a sad fact of long term abduction of a child so young.
Thanks again Brian
Amy
reply
I still do not understand why they could not just take a few minutes of their time and give this man a call. I realize that they are very busy, but why not check out all possible leads.
Brian
Sorry, I know you said to contact you via the private area, but cant seem to work out how to do that. Anyway according to this news report, the McCanns are not planning on sueing.
Bev
UK
reply
Thanks Bev, great news...wonder where the press got a story like that in the first place.
Brian
The parents of missing Madeleine McCann will not take legal action over alleged smears against them in the Portuguese media, a family spokeswoman has said.
There had been reports that the couple were planning to sue a television journalist.
However, the couple are said to be incensed over alleged claims about their daughter's disappearance in the local media.
The target of their anger is reportedly Sandra Felgueiras, a high-profile TV reporter in Portugal.
Reports said the couple had requested a tape of Ms Felgueiras's comments, and a source close to the family told reporters the pair were hard-working, law-abiding professionals and it was
important to protect their reputations.
Ms Felgueiras has denied branding either of the McCanns a "murderer".
She said: "I never said that and I never insinuated anything like that.
"I never in my life put anyone under suspicion but just told viewers that police are investigating the possibility that Madeleine has died and that it is murder or an accident.
"I'm absolutely sure that everything I said was only what the police were telling us concerning this new lead of the investigation.
"If the McCanns presume that this is an accusation against them, then that is their assumption, not mine. My conscience is completely clear."
Ms Felgueiras, who has personally interviewed the McCanns on several occasions, added: "I am the most moderate reporter. Sometimes other channels talk about things that I refuse to
talk about."
Kate and Gerry McCann's spokeswoman, Justine McGuinness, said the pair were not considering legal action against Ms Felgueiras.
She said: "Kate and Gerry are not planning to sue anyone. They are focused on finding Madeleine."
8.25.2007
thanks for the reply...do you have any idea where she is? there is much info on your site - some of it contradictory as to her location at present. do you feel that the spain siting is another
wild goose chase?
hope
reply
Hi, I still believe she is in RM's house and if not...very close. Like all the other sighting, they all should be investigated regardless what I or anyone else thinks.
Brian
NOTE: I have been asked why I pay so much attention to this case, but neglect the others. Hopefully this will answer this question...
All open cases are just as important and readers of my site dictate what cases get more attention...there is no way I can do this on my own.
Sadly, almost all the recent emails I have been receiving are about this one case, and again I urge people reading this to take a look at the other cases I have done as well and the pending
cases I'm working on.
Past experience tells me that if Madeleine is not found soon, the case will slowly fade away like so many others....however I will not forget a single one and will try my best to bring a close
to all of them...but I really need your help.
Also remember, I do not consider myself a psychic, and everything I do has to be either in dreams, lucid dreaming or self induced hypnosis...and it always seems that my dreams are the
most accurate of the three.
Brian
Arquivo - EDITOR: PAULO REIS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7.10.2007
Robert Murat questioned a second time by Portuguese CID
Robert Murat is being questioned, since this morning, at Policia Judiciaria headquarters in Portimão. Murat is the only formal suspect named by police in the case of Madeleine McCann
abduction. According to Portuguese TV channel SIC Noticias, his German girlfriend, partner of Murat in the Remigen real estate company, and her ex-husband are also at PJ headquarters,
to be questioned. Both of them are named as witnessess in this crime investigation.
CORRECTION (July 10, 2007 - 18h23): Robert Murat is being questioned for the THIRD TIME. My apologies for the mistake.
Posted by Paulo Reis at 4:01 PM
Luis Antonio apartment Photo
Missing British 3 Year Old Girl, Madeleine McCann - Police Suspect Robert Murat
May 14, 2007 - Algarve, Portugal
http://www.exposay.com/robert-murat-business-card-missing-british-3-year-old-girl-madeleine-mccann---police-suspect-robert-murat/p/10899/1/?f=Robert+Murat+business+card
go to this web site their are many very interresing photos of alot of people involed in this case, i cant seen to put them in the email
just want to add that you are a wonerfull person for doing all that you do and your wife is also te best for letting you spend so much time doing what you do,I pray that your family is always
blessed. I wanted to ask do you think that in your first dd on madeleine when you said she is with VA it could have been LA (Luis Antonio )?
reply
Hi thanks for your support and I do not know right now.
Brian
Hi Brian Here’s a clear town map of Luz http://www.algarveuncovered.com/Portals/0/images/downloads/map_luz.pdf for which I have a few reasons for showing - the positioning of
different buildings: 1. The MW OCSBR closely neighbouring the Oceanico Estrela da Luz villa appts at Rúa da Escola, split by only the road Rúa Primeiro da Maio. You have written
MAIO on a recent DD. (I cant seem to locate the Oceanico Vila Baia on Google re. my previous email, because I cant find the address, but its close to Estrela apparently). 2. The local
church Nossa Senhora da Luz (Our Lady of the Light) – good photo link http://www.travel-in-portugal.com/photos/img491.htm - notice the shape of the main door compared to your
DD5866 of 17/8/07 & the shape of the tower windows (as on 2nd DD 19/8/07). It has been mentioned somewhere that, she (Madeleine) is right under the parents feet & the McCann’s are
at this church regularly. There must be vaults/voids/casa’s under this church, which I believe should be searched. Why? …. This church was one of the buildings that was
destroyed on 1st November 1755 by the huge Lisbon earthquake & you wrote on your DD5782 of July related to this Lisbon quake, Portugal, ‘find the key, RM, 2114’ which I assumed
must be Robert Murat & I had actually emailed you about it on 29/7/07, but it was not posted or eventually linked with the Madeleine McCann case. For me, this is related: RM (why find
the key?), the church - the fact that you have drawn many religious crosses, the McCann’s always going to this Catholic church & don’t forget the 2 gentlemen that are well-up on their bible
studies, that drove from England to Luz that visited many places in Luz, taking photos, which were posted on your site end of July. They visited this church & were so overwhelmed at the
interior being like a shrine for Madeleine, almost like creating an idol they said & the closest they had seen anything like that was in Lesotho when the Pope was beautifying a Saint! From
the following link showing some psychic advisors comments, is an interesting quote of 24/5/07: …“ Fatima Mission Catholic Church in Ramabanta, a village in Central Lesotho. Anybody
following the McCanns story will know that yesterday the McCanns visited the Fatima shrine in Portugal (scene of the 1910 Marian apparitions). 400,000 fundamental Catholics descended
on the shrine on it's 90th Anniversay last weekend - and there a good number of cults and sects build around the 'Fatima Miracles'. “…
http://www.functionpix.com/index.php/article/Psychic_advisors_join_the_hunt_for_Madeleine_McCann/1389/ 3. I am wondering what the white building is opposite the church Nossa
Senhora da Luz, because it looks similar to your drawing on DD5589 9/6/07 of a building on a promenade with a bench – see photo below & enlarge as you prefer to post. Could it be
something linked to the church? Perhaps this place should be check out too.

4. Beach of Light (Praia da Luz) coastline/promenade. Regarding your DD 10/5/07. You draw a board sign with a ‘V’ on it. You can see on the town map linked above that there is a ‘V’shaped coastline & is known as a Viewpoint, so perhaps the board sign is indicating that. Or perhaps the ‘V’ is a company logo advertisement, eg. ‘V’ on shield sign could be that of a food
wholesaler from Madrid, see link http://www.jamonesdomecq.com/empresa.php & http://www.jamonesdomecq.com/contact_us.php - that could possibly deliver to the supermarket & are
advertising in the promenade area. It could also be an advert for a hotel name with a ‘V’. If anyone in Luz can go to the promenade to check the sign out, it would be a lot easier. It may not
even be related to anything. The trash/rubbish bin near the ‘V’ board sign & rocks - perhaps there was evidence inside trash/rubbish bin, of photos taken as reported in that area, but of
course it’s too late for that now. 5. The Baptisto supermarket, close to where Madeleine was taken & where the Portuguese sniffer dogs apparently lost Madeleine’s scent back in May,
according to news websites. This supermarket apparently stock many British food products – a favourite of the Brits tastebuds, the British meat pies: I googled the number 468321 taken
from your DD 7/8/07 & came up with a food wholesalers from Dundee, Scotland, UK, with the telephone nr. +44 (0)1307 468321 – link http://www.citylocal.co.uk/frontend/list.php?
city=Dundee&industry=181&search=Peters%20Savoury%20Products&search_postcode=DD8%203BT & http://www.petersfood.co.uk/overseas/ These pies are actually made in
Caerphilly, Wales, UK, see link https://www.ukdata.com/numbers/03340891.html & http://www.foodfirst.co.uk/pro03434.htm I am wondering how your number 468321 is linked with the
disappearance of Madeleine. Perhaps she was picked up by one of the delivery trucks of this company? Or does one of the supermarket staff have her? Also under this nr. 468321, I found
a tourist office from Swansea, Wales, UK, Tel.nr. +44 (0)1792 468321, with a connection to Portugal, link http://vb-pt-pt.visitbritain.com/things-to-see-and-do/attractions-andevents/detail.aspx?Sec=Events%2cAttraction&TowPosCd=&Reg=&Rad=5&Pid=507377 And also, an Italian restaurant in Southend, Essex, England, Tel.nr. +44 (0)1702 468321, link
http://www.zettai.net/find/southend-on-sea/italian-restaurants/ Under the same number 468321, Google also gives, contract license nr, Canadian Patent nr. & so on. 6. Regarding your DD
5/7/07, you write the numbers 219 4682, which could be a variated version of the number mentioned in point 5. above. But, after googling this number, I came up with a mobile phone nr.
in Mexico, City of Querétaro +52 (442) 219 4682, for a headhunter/recruitment agency, link http://www.alsmith.com.mx/english/somos.html I also found a number in USA OH Mahoning
County tel. nr 330 219 4682 advetising Medical Office Space on the 2nd page near the bottom. Link http://www.mahoningmed.org/pdf/Sep_Oct2006.pdf I have no idea how these numbers
can be linked & if, but perhaps it can help in some way. Any thoughts on any of the above? Kind regards Z ************
Hi Brian Re. 1. Oceanico, Estrela da Luz villa apartments / 2. Mark Warner Ocean Club Summer Beach Resort (MW OCSBR) / 3. Oceanico, Vila Baia . You have mentioned room
29 in the 2nd DD of 26/5/07 saying ‘she is safe, find her now, room twenty-nine, villa’ & 29 is mentioned in RV 19/5/07 as well. Perhaps whoever is/was staying in room 29 hid Madeleine
there & in their garage/basement, because if you look at the basement drawings you have done, it does look like inside a garage, with the shelves etc see RV 19/7/07 which gives the
number 217 that keeps coming up, as well as in RV 28/7/07. Perhaps 217 is a garage/basement number linked to room 29? On DD 19/8/07 you write ‘Casa’ which means
basement/cellar/cave. Number 272 you have always written for some months is still a mystery. I believe that room 29 in all three hotels/villas should be checked to see who stayed
there since May. 1. Regarding your 4 RV’s 17/5/07 saying ‘she is down here’, as well as on DD 19/8/07- the building you’ve drawn is the Estrela da Luz villa apartments. Here’s 1
example of inside a ground floor appt 2 bedrooms/sleeps 6 with underground parking & south facing balconies overlooking shared outdoor pool (with tall thin tree as seen from right window
pane of French doors, also on DD 7/8/07) plus terrace. Shared tennis court on site just across from the complex (you’ve drawn the tennis court as behind the building). See link with
photos/details http://www.holidaylettings.co.uk/rentals/praia-da-luz/16067#contact_form The below photo of Estrela da Luz appts show that the garages are on the ground floor not
underground, which is why above states having balconies (on ground floor appt?). Or are they basements for each apartment perhaps? And notice the railing gate at the entrance! It’s a
closer match to your drawings, than that of Casa Liliana. I tried to zoom in on the photo to see what the number on the gate posts said but cannot see enough. Was hoping to see 272 of
course. Then there is another tall thin tree as well, although it’s not quite the shape of the tree that you’ve drawn of the one in the pool. I think the positioning of this particular block of
apartments (out of the 5 blocks) overlooks a children’s playground with swings & slides, & further out shows the tennis court(s), although I am not sure. I still cannot find the flag/post notice
with ‘8’ on it (that you have drawn many times) on any photos of Estrela da Luz villa apartments & I have studied many of this place over the past few months. It must be a recent thing,
after photos were taken & put on websites. Enlarge photo as you prefer for posting. Kept it smaller to send by email.

Perhaps Madeleine is still there, or was, as she may have been moved elsewhere since. Or maybe she is being moved around locally at different hotels all the time. I cannot see that any
windows of the Estrela da Luz apartments are shaped with an arched-top as drawn on the 2nd DD of 19/8/07. 2. The Mark Warner Ocean Club Summer Beach Resort (MW OCSBR)
does have some balcony openings with an arch-top shape. It doesn’t look like they have garages, but maybe they have basements, linked to the room numbers. Something that keeps
catching my attention for a few months, probably because of the ’V’ & ’ VA‘s as mentioned in your DD5441 & DD 10/5/07, is the VIVA Salon of the OCSBR, being a beauty salon for sports
massage, facials, hair treatments, manicure etc. I didn’t realise that Mark Warner employed mainly Brits on the OCSBR (I assumed they would be Portuguese) & that they employ for the
summer term only from April until October for the Mediterranean area, see MW recruitment link http://www.markwarner-recruitment.co.uk/summer So if one of the MW OCSBR staff have
abducted Madeleine & has been hiding her for the summer months, what will happen at the end of the summer season – take her back to the UK perhaps? Which will of course now be
impossible. So they will have to hand her back. But why haven’t they done so already I am wondering? Unless, they are planning to drive back, hiding her in the Sky Box 12 car roof cargo
box that I have mentioned before on my email of 13/8/07, which you posted the same time. I don’t think anyone can survive being inside that box for too long with no air! And the European
borders being open, there are no checks. 3. Another Oceanico hotel, Vila Baia, which has shared facilities with the Estrela da Luz vila apartments being Oceanico owned too. What caught
my eye here, was that they are 3-floor block apartments, also have underground parking/basement, plus a tennis court named Savannah, remembering your ‘ S’ alongside tennis court(s) in
your early DDs. Some websites advertise as having 2 tennis courts for use – I suppose shared. Also, you wrote ‘NICA’ on DD5444 of 3/5/07, as well as ‘21’ or ‘22’ & this complex has a plot
21 & 22 etc. see link http://www.oceanicodevelopments.com/developments/the_algarve/vila_baia/index.html Quote from Vila Baia link:
http://www.oceanicoresorts.com/our_resorts/vila_baia/index.html …“ The main leisure area has two large pools, a children’s paddling pool, a children’s playground with slides and play
areas, a Savannah tennis court and a multi-purposes sports pitch. For extra fitness, visit the gymnasium at Estrela Health & Beauty, only a short walk away at the Estrela da Luz
resort, or book an Elemis treatment for some serious pampering. Also In true Oceânico Resorts fashion, a range of activities will be organised on site, including tennis lessons and Kids’
Activities Clubs. “… … “ The resort has a village type layout and the apartments are located in three story clusters , each one having its own security system, pleasant terraces and
underground parking with lift access from the basement to each floor . “… Quote from another Vila Baia link:
http://www.oceanicodevelopments.com/developments/the_algarve/vila_baia/info.html
…“ As you walk through the archway you step into a resort where the extensive landscaping is laid out in typical Roman style to compliment the architecture, with Cypress, Olive and Palm
trees, bordered by fragrant clusters of lavender. The main central village area has sunken gardens with natural stone-finished walls. “…
More photos of Vila Baia showing the Roman style garden with water feature & the Roman gazebo
http://www.holidaylettings.co.uk/photodisplay.asp?home_id=24691
Brian, look at the Roman Gazebo photo – is this what you have been drawing just recently??
Kind regards Z

See your 2nd DD of 19/8/07 (Brief #5) & DD5848 of 11/8/07 & DD of 4/8/07 (Brief #4).

reply Thanks again Z for all the work you are putting into this case, will post it right now, but have to get to bed as it's 1AM here...will look at it tomorrow.

Brian

McCanns' fury as they are accused of killing Madeleine with drugs overdose
GERRY BLASTS PORTUGUESE PAPER'S SMEAR
By Martin Fricker In Praia Da Luz Martin.Fricker@Mirror.Co.Uk 25/08/2007
Gerry McCann yesterday launched a blistering attack on a Portuguese newspaper for accusing him and wife Kate of killing Madeleine with drugs.
The paper Tal & Qual claimed police are working on the theory the McCanns accidentally gave the four-year-old an overdose then covered up the death and disposed of her body.
Gerry said: "I can't believe this. It is absolute nonsense, total speculation, a load of tosh.
"It's incredibly hurtful and incredibly untrue. It is just so absurd, it is just not credible.
"What it implies is that we somehow did it, we did it together, managed to dispose of Madeleine without a car, without anything, the whole group was involved.
"Even if somebody could think that, there is just absolutely no evidence pointing in that direction.
"It is extraordinary. But we will come through it. My opinion of what has happened has not changed in 16 weeks. We know our facts, we know what we did. It does not bear any
resemblance to this wild speculation."
Tal & Qual's front page headline read: "Police Believe Parents Killed Madeleine." The paper claimed: " The use of drugs could have been fatal. The analysis, which is late arriving, should
confirm suspicions."
Journalist Catarina Vaz Guerreiro wrote: "The hypothesis of the little girl dying from excess of drugs is not to be pushed aside. It remains plausible that Madeleine received her dose which
the parents believed to be inoffensive and which turned out to be fatal."
Another newspaper said police had found traces of blood inside the McCanns' Renault hire car.
Both papers said senior police officers had supplied the information.
Gerry said he was horrified at the increasing number of so-called leaks from Portuguese officers in a country that prides itself on keeping investigation details secret.
He added: "I am disappointed so much information is in the public domain in a country that supposedly has judicial secrecy. There have been whispers. There's either judicial secrecy or
there's not."
Tal & Qual reporter Ms Guerreiro yesterday defended her story, adding: "I can't reveal my source but I have complete trust in them. It is someone close to the investigation.
"It is not my personal opinion. In fact, I want to believe it is all a mistake and the parents are innocent."
reply
Highlighted areas bother me...dose of what?? Does this mean she was given drugs?? Please someone tell me this information is false too. If it is true, why was it not made public when
she went missing?? This is very important information the people looking for her needed to know...I will assume this story is false too...looking for a child and looking for a child that needed
medication, or was on medication is very important and is SOP with all Amber Alerts I know of.
Brian
PS...in the Army we had a saying for what I'm starting to feel about this case...I feel like a mushroom...now I'm really going to bed.
brian i would ignore the stories about giving madeleine medicine, kate has catagorically stated that they have never given their children anything more stronger than calpol. they are doctors
and im sure they would know what doses would be fatal to a child, this is ridiculous media rubbish and i wouldnt waste your time on it.
thanks c
Crystal Power
reply
Thanks Crystal, glad to hear this.
Brian
Hi Brian and family,congratulations on your bundle of joy she's gorgeous.I do not know if this will be of any use but there is a place called Lemon Grove Villa which is in Costa Blanca.There
is a no.8 sign on the entrance.There is a golf course near by as well.There is also a place nearby called Elche which is known as the City of Palms which could account for you seeing
palm tree's outside a window.Elche is only a short drive away.There is also a fishing town called Cartegana and a port area which would be easy enough to hide a child in a crate so they
would'nt get noticed then on to a boat if the port area was busy.As the abductor could pass the crate off as fish or equipment etc and knowone would bat an eyelid.The lady above the
Mcanns apartment said that she heard the kids crying the night maddie went missing so is it possible the abductor heard cry's which attracted them to the apartment.I as a mother of a 10
month old baby girl hate to imagine the pain the Mcanns must be going through it must be the worst kind of pain ever,not knowing were your precious angel is or if she is ok.I do think
though that they aren't being completely honest on how long they left the kids which might of interfered with the witnesses who gave evidence for the time the Mcanns gave.I do think its
completely careless to leave children for many reasons for example: Fire,Wondering off,Burning theirself,Sticking their fingers in plugs,Banging their head,the list goes on.But that doesn't
matter just now,finding Madeleine matters.The Mcanns should not be blamed for Madeleine going missing the abductor should but our duty as parents means we should keep our children
safe at all cost because the horrible realism is there is abductors out there and due to the Mcanns extreme carelessness they put there children at great risk from many dangers sadly an
abductor being one of them.I do hope the Mcanns get Madeleine back safe and sound as the poor wee soul must be so frightened and confused.I also was on Robert Murats website and
translated into english some of the portuguese writing.There is a bite that say's "It filed in Madeleine" among other very suspicious writing.I dont know if am write but i get the impression
that someone in the portugal police are in on it and are leaking information out that supposed to be private to get the Mcanns blamed for murdering Madeleine so it takes the heat off and
people stop looking for her.I also feel that someone in the Portugal police advised Robert Murat to rush into help so he could keep an eye on what was happening so he knew what to say
when he got questioned by the police.Am so sorry as i've went on and on but the man standing in the background watching Gerry play with the kids in the photo someone sent into you is
the same man that was seen walking with Robert Murat also in an image/video sent into you,he is a black man,big built,bald and was wearing black sun glasses in both images.I wish the
world was full of more people like you Brian as you are a very kind and wonderful person,.Keep up the good work,Madeleine needs you xx
reply
Thank you and will post your information.
Brian

The arrest warrants have been signed and four suspects are soon to be taken in, Gerry is one of them, Kate it not. All suspects are male. Gerry is the one that saw Madeleine after she fell
and hit her head on the chair, he is also the one that asked for help to dispose of the body. Gerry has been keeping this secret from Kate all this time. The entire story about Madeleine
being taken by a stranger was due to the highly levels of sedatives that would be found in her body. Her body was taken by Robert Maurat's friend, a man with a car and that knew the
area well. He wrapped the body in a trash bag, tied rope around it and connected the rope to concrete blocks. He drove to Sagres, put the body in a small borrowed boat and drove it
several miles out to sea where he thought the currents were best. At this point he dumped the body, meanwhile the search for Madeleine was just getting underway.
I believe this is what story local police are rehearsing right now...and you will notice RM is kept out of the plot, for good reason...in reality, RM took Madeleine from her room and has had
her every since. Again, it might be a good idea if the parents and friends flee the country if they have not already done so.
Brian
Hi,
Great site Brian. The radio show clip was really interesting (on page 7). Is it worth giving the contact details in case anyone from the McCann's want's to really 'leave no stone unturned'?
Psychic investigator Rob Lindblad from Canada has located missing people worldwide. He makes no charge and can be contacted via his website http://childsearchpsychic.tripod.com or
email roblindblad@hotmail.com. He will only deal with the parents or police.
Annette Martin provides proven psychic work used by the US Police. She can be contacted on www.closure4u.com. She only works through the police.
Contact them now!!!
Regards
Chris
reply
Great, will post this.

Brian
UPDATE 8.27.2007: I got off the phone with Rob Lindblad, he say's he is able to help but as a rule must speak with either police or a family member...grandparents will do. He does this
for free and can be reached at (514) 362-1568...he even asked me to put his number on my site and can be reached at anytime. I believe he can help find Madeleine right away and has a
track record to prove it....so please call him. All I'm able to do is in dreams, he is able to do so much more.
I believe Gerry is taking your advise!
reply
Great, glad to hear this, I just wished he did actually psychically search for his daughter while he was in Portugal and at least had an open mind to things that have really no scientific
backing.
Report did not say if his wife is going to, so I imagine she will be a week or so behind him in returning to the UK. I also imagine the book he is working on will be a best seller, and I wish
him all my best.
Brian
Hi Brian,
Couldn't fall asleep last night, thinking that maybe many of the alleged sightings of Madeleine all over Europe in some cases might have been caused by people involved in Paedophile
rings.
It made me quite sick, to think that IF Madeleine is such a prize catch in these abducters eyes (only 4 years old and therefore so 'useable' for many more years with their sick practices)
these evil humans could actually be helping eachother to protect the subject of their lusts: Madeleine. And so deliberaty placing false leads to lead us away from where she is now.
Preventing us of finding her.
So to draw away the attention from Praia da Luz, they might report false sightings of her. Of course other uninvolved people could also unintentionally spread these sightings. We are all on
the look-out for her! But from the beginning you've said that Madeleine is still very close to where she was abducted, which does make a lot of sense, since with all the media attention and
poster campaigns she could have never been taken far without getting noticed... eventually.
The longer she has now disappeared, the more these people would want to protect her. IF they are using her for those horrible things paedophiles do to children, they would want to keep
her hidden for as long as possible. They wouldn't want to get 'rid' of her.
Because she would be bringing in a lot of money. All those sickos might be even more curious now... they watch the media as well... they might want to see more of that beautiful little girl.
(Terrible to even imagine it...) And there could be some involved who are now very sorry for what they did, but they know that if they speak out, their lives will be over. It's a very leaky
wasp's nest, this case.
And it all makes sense, if some of the police are involved, and of course RM, they don't want to blow their cover. So they're now using the media to make all those ridiculous statements
about the parents involvement and TRYING TO MAKE EVERYONE BELIEVE SHE IS NO LONGER ALIVE!!!
So when we all believe that, we will let go, focus on other news and forget about her. And then she could FINALLY be moved out of Praia da Luz, with better possibilities of making money
on. You can imagine why I couldn't sleep...
And her being hidden under the church is not such a silly idea at all. I mean, would ANYBODY ever dare to look under the sacred House of God? Not easily. It's a brilliant hiding place as
history has shown us many times before with refugees etc.
I do feel sorry for you, being asked why you spend so much time on this case and are neglecting other cases.
WE are bombarding you with emails on this case! It's not your own choice, nor is it the choice of most of your readers.
All of us would always try to help with any of the missing persons cases if we could!
But only because this one gets so much media coverage, we get loads of information that we can think about and help you with.
Not that we don't care about the other cases, but because we don't have any other info than what's on your site. If I speak for myself anyway.
Let's hope & pray this masquerade of Praia da Luz will soon be uncovered and the true LIGHT will shine upon it all. To reveal the truth and bring that poor little angel home safely, soon!
Something we are all looking so much forward to each day when we check the latest on your website! (Which I do about 100 times a day ;-)
Greetz,
CC
reply
Like anywhere, there are good cops and bad cops, but thankfully most are good. I do not think these false leads are by anyone but concerned citizens, seems the entire world knows about
this case and I guarantee 99.9% of everyone has good intentions. I'm also sure that whoever thought they saw Madeleine was heartbroken when it turned out to be false. But, they were
doing what they felt was right and should in no way feel guilty about reporting what they saw. All leads, no matter where they come from, should be followed up on. Even without the
dream, it's seems pretty obvious what's going on in Portugal...a cover up going bad ever since the British arrived. I think that new laws should be written stating that when someone goes
missing in a foreign country, the authorities of that person's home country should be given equal access to the ongoing case and have access to all evidence and case files. There is no
need to feel sorry for me, I'm blessed just to be a part of helping to locate Madeleine and hundreds of others that have gone missing.
Brian
PS
There is a site called change notes that will send you an email when any page in a website changes, you might want to use this with my site :)
http://www.changenotes.com/
'Press could force us out of Portugal'
JEREMY WATSON
THE FATHER of missing Madeleine McCann conceded yesterday that staying in Portugal while the search for his daughter continues may now be "counterproductive".
In the clearest hint so far that he and his wife Kate and their two other children may soon return to Britain, Gerry McCann said no final decision had yet been made.
But it had become clear to the family in recent weeks that remaining in Praia da Luz, where four-year-old Madeleine disappeared in early May, was not necessarily helping the police
investigation.
McCann, from Glasgow, told delegates at the Edinburgh International Television Festival that although it would be emotionally heartbreaking to return to their Leicestershire home without
their daughter, moving back might help dampen the "wild speculation" that had grown up around the case.
Newspapers quoted allegations in a Portuguese magazine yesterday that Madeleine's parents may have had a hand in her disappearance after accidentally overdosing their daughter with
sedatives to get her to sleep.
Dismissing the stories as "irresponsible reporting", McCann said: "We have made no final decision yet [about returning home] but from the experience of the last few weeks we have seen
that staying in Portugal is counterproductive."
He said in the absence of solid facts, some journalists were under pressure to write up speculation as fact. "The problem for us is the emotional pressure to stay," he added. "Leaving as a
family of four when we went out there as a family of five is the sticking point."
McCann said that the family had initially welcomed the huge media coverage given to Madeleine's disappearance but it had gone too far. "I don't think it is necessary, personally, to
bombard people on a daily basis with Madeleine's image but we cannot control that.
"Initially, without a doubt we wanted lots of coverage. But we never, ever anticipated the scale of it. The coverage was 10 times greater than we ever possibly imagined.
"The way that it's been held up there as a high-profile story, we never, ever predicted."
The couple had now embarked on a scaled-down media campaign. "I have been asked 'how are you going to sustain this level of media coverage?'
"We're not. We don't expect to. We will do events intermittently, trying to raise awareness and remind everyone if Madeleine's still missing, that we're still looking.
"Kate and I have tried to withdraw in terms of the campaign, apart from events to raise Madeleine's profile."
Defending the campaign itself, however, McCann, a heart specialist, said: "Whatever the motive for taking Madeleine, raising international awareness is stopping Madeleine being used for
whatever the abductor had in mind, or it makes it more difficult.
"Her abduction has also done more for missing children than anything that has gone before. It was part of the campaign to raise these issues."
McCann said he was likely to return to work in "some degraded fashion" after spending "such a long time training" to become a specialist.
McCann was speaking to BBC presenter Kirsty Wark and remained composed throughout the hour-long interview as he has throughout the four-month-long ordeal.

McCann said he and his wife, a GP, had been urged by police not to show emotion in public for operational reasons.
"We would never divulge something that might help someone cover their tracks. That's been frustrating," he said, "given how much has been written that's erroneous".
"People have lost sight of the fact that Madeleine may still be alive and we will do nothing that allows them [a perpetrator] to cover their tracks."
The investigative procedures and style of the Portuguese police made it "very hard" for the couple.
"The Portuguese police do things very, very quietly. They like to do things quietly and not for people to know. That's hard for us as well.
"The way the investigation is being handled is very different to the UK where the police like to give out information."
He added: "Early on people really wanted a happy outcome, wanted Madeleine to be found" but now information was "being published without regards to the investigation".
The couple were not giving in to their emotions as a means of "self preservation".
He said: "Of course, we both feel very emotional but nothing can be worse than that first night. You can't be an emotional wreck for 24 hours a day. You have to function.
"We have two other children [two-year-old twins Sean and Amelie] and there has to be a balance between looking back at what happened and giving love and attention to them."
He added: "I'm very, very confident that they [the twins] will grow up to have a normal and productive life."
Asked about criticism of him and his wife for leaving their three children alone while they ate with friends in a nearby restaurant on the Mark Warner resort in the Algarve, McCann said what
they had done was "perfectly reasonable".
"The chances of her being abducted were hundreds of millions to one. Nothing was further from our mind. Did we let Madeleine down? I am not sure but as parents we are bound to feel
guilty," he said.
McCann was asked what message he had for the parents of 11-year-old Rhys Jones, who was shot dead in Liverpool last week. He said: "We were incredibly shocked by what happened
and offer our condolences to the family.
"The difference between us is that we are still in the middle of an ongoing trauma. They will at least get some closure if the perpetrator is caught."
reply
I'm again troubled by some remarks above. If the parents are not physically searching for their daughter now or ever, what they are doing can be accomplished anywhere...however I would
not use the media as an excuse for leaving, any comments by them at this late stage should not bother you, even if they still do, get over it and stop feeling sorry for yourselves.
Again, I highly suggest that the parents look at the few area's I and several other readers have mentioned over and over. Just go to these places and ask if you can search, no-one should
have a problem with it. Arrange this with the UK authorities if you do not feel safe, but the main thing is just to do it.
Brian
8.26.2007
Dear Brian,
Could the person who said that they had found Robert Murat's website please post a link for it? I was also wondering, during the first few DD's you had for this case, Phil Mccann,
madeleines aunt contacted you, maybe you could email her again and ask her to look and the recent dreams, and all the comments coming from you readers this may prompt her parents
to check out the places themselves on the map?
Regards
Denise
reply
Hi, will post your request and try and contact her again.
Brian
reply
Hi, yes I think it's highly likely they did do this, and from what some people are telling me...arrests might be made tomorrow, the 27th. I'm not sure if Madeleine's parents are out of the
country yet.
Brian
Madeleine McCann’s Parents Accused of Giving Her a Fatal Drug Overdose
August 26th, 2007

Maddie: Parents are accused of killing her
Sunday Express | Aug 26,2007
By Martin Evans
THE parents of Madeleine McCann were furious last night after a Portuguese magazine accused them of killing their daughter.
Gerry McCann exploded with rage after the front-page report declared: “Policia Judiciaria believe parents killed Maddie.”
According to the news magazine, detectives are now “almost absolutely certain” that Kate and Gerry killed Madeleine by giving her an accidental overdose of sedatives to
help her sleep.
In recent weeks the McCanns have faced a growing tide of lurid speculation in the Portuguese media over the disappearance of their four-year-old daughter. But this is the first time a
publication has actually come out and said they were responsible for her death.
Under the banner headline, the Tal & Qual claimed: “The T&Q knows that the PJ have strong indications that the child is dead.
“The use of drugs could have been fatal. The analyses which are late in arriving should confirm suspicions.”
Last night 39-year-old Gerry, who is a heart consultant for the NHS, could barely contain his anger as he rubbished the allegations. In an interview with British journalists, he said: “It
is just so absurd, it is just not credible.”
His voice cracking with emotion, he went on: “It’s incredibly hurtful and incredibly untrue. It comes down to: Is it papers writing that or is it actually rumours which have been said?
“Without anything else, what that implies is that we somehow did it, we did it together, managed to dispose of Madeleine without a car, without anything, the whole group was involved,
there must have been other people involved.
“Even if somebody could think that, there is just absolutely no evidence pointing in that direction.”
The couple have borne weeks of hurtful rumours accusing them of a whole range of absurd allegations from wife-swapping to forging Madeleine’s birth certificate to hide her true paternity.
Yesterday the Daily Express revealed Kate’s anger after a television reporter allegedly hinted at her involvement in Madeleine’s death. And this latest sensational accusation has sparked
an even more spirited response.
Tal & Qual said: “For the PJ investigators who analysed the disappearance of Madeleine McCann, the responsibility of the two parents in the death of the little girl is practically a certainty.
“The information came from sources close to the investigation who believe everything happened in an accidental manner, not adding what could have happened. However, the hypothesis
that she could have died accidentally in an overdose of drugs cannot be put aside.”
Reporter Catarina Vaz Guerreiro said last night: “I can’t reveal my source but I have complete trust in them. I strongly believe the person that told us this is telling us the truth.
“It is someone close to the investigation, someone who knows what is happening in the case. It is not my personal opinion. In fact, I want to believe that it is all some mistake and the
parents are innocent.
“I’m sure the parents will be angry and upset by the story because all the suspicions are now on them. I’m sure they don’t like to know they are suspects, but it is what everyone is being
told by the police.”

But a police source said the story was untrue. And Chief Inspector Olegario Sousa stressed his conviction that allegations against the McCanns were unfounded. He also said it was
possible the child may never be found.
He added: “Up until now, they are not suspects. If we have any suspicions we are compelled by law to charge them in order to preserve their rights.” The couple, who have remained
dignified throughout the barrage of hurtful rumours, have now begun to fight back.
A defiant Gerry insisted that he and Kate would not allow anything to distract them from their search for their daughter.
Describing the latest attack he said: “It is extraordinary. It’s incredible. But we will come through it. We would like to come out and defend ourselves, that’s your gut reaction. But some of the
claims “are so preposterous that you just think ‘Are you just fuelling it?’ by responding?”
After Madeleine’s disappearance on May 3 in Praia da Luz, the couple decided to remain in Portugal. However, amid increasing pressure from the Portuguese media, they admitted they
were considering returning home to Rothley, Leicestershire.
Gerry said: “I think generally we have been treated very well by the media and there has been a respect. We have been able to function pretty normally until about three weeks ago when
things reached fever pitch and we did feel hemmed in. It was very unpleasant.”
Gerry said he had began to think about the future and was considering returning to work. “There’s no doubt I need to be active. It doesn’t help us sitting around. We are generally not sitting
around feeling sorry for ourselves, we have tried to influence things in a positive way and we are very busy. That certainly helps me function.
“It is when we stop and dwell and look back, that is the hardest thing.
“Yes, I do see myself going back to work at some point, and it will probably be in a graded fashion,” he added. “I think Kate’s job is going to be harder because as a GP she comes face-toface with patients more.”
Meanwhile, thousands of British expats on the Costas are joining the hunt for Madeleine amid reports she is being held captive in Spain.
Two women told detectives they are “certain” they saw the missing four-year-old girl being bundled into the back of a car at a petrol station in Cartagena on the south-east coast.
The reports have prompted a massive police search across the region for a dark green Citroen ZX hatchback after the possible sighting on Tuesday.
Around 10,000 Britons live in the area and have been warned to be vigilant by the local English-speaking radio station.
Royal Navy veteran Michael Griffiths, president of the local Lions Club for expats, is helping to coordinate efforts in Spain.
Police have visited the service station at least twice. Gerry said: “The possibility that Madeleine is alive and in Spain is very real.”
...
Related
ACCUSED: KATE AND GERRY
McCanns’ fury at claim they drugged and killed Maddie
FURIOUS Gerry McCann last night launched a blistering attack on reports that he and wife Kate drugged and killed their daughter. A Portuguese national paper said police are working on
the theory that missing Madeleine died of an accidental overdose after being drugged by her parents. The tabloid report also claims the McCanns covered up the crime and disposed of the
four-year-old’s body. The front page headline reads: “Police Believe Parents Killed Madeleine.”
Madeleine McCann overdose claim angers McCanns
THE family of missing girl Madeleine McCann was furious yesterday after a Portuguese newspaper report that police believed she was killed by her parents. The missing girl’s normally
mild-mannered father, Gerry, could barely contain his anger at the smear, which accused him and his wife, Kate, of accidentally killing Madeleine with an overdose of sedatives. He also hit
out at anonymous police sources behind the whispering campaign being waged against the couple.
reply
Hi, yes this does seem to be what the arrests tomorrow will be about, if they do occur. I'm also pretty sure that Gerry knows about his arrest warrant by now, and hopefully he is not in the
country when it's served.
Brian

reply
What will spending all this money do? they already have the worlds attention. Please put the money in a fund that helps other missing children get a least some of the attention that
Madeleine case did.
£70,000 has been spent so far? I believe that's about $100,000 US dollars! That's more money that most people I know make in three or four years....to include me and my family.
There is no need to spend a dime on this case, the world already knows about it... spend it on cases that the world does not know about .
Brian
Hi Brian
I really have to disagree with you - the money SHOULD be spent on better investigative work. I cannot believe the whole purpose of the donations are being ignored. I am quite sure that
when money was donated to this fund the intention of the donator was for it to go to a constructive and serious effort in finding Madeleine. If the money was meant for other cases it should
have been donated for other causes related to this topic - there are many.
I for one would expect the best the world has to offer with regards to a serious private investigating firm. It is time to realize the police are screwing the investigations - i agree with Jerry thinking that the money should last a long time implies that nobody is seriously expecting Madeleine to return - use what is needed NOW - take strong action - be more assertive.
I further more wish all these wise cracks will stop with their comments and criticism of a couple who are going through hell. Everyone guilty of that are also guilty of being extremely
hypocritical. How many of those pointing fingers at the McCann's have been guilty of driving with their kids after having a drink (yes even just 1). I do not believe for one second that all
those who accuse the McCann's of being bad parents for leaving their kids in that room have never been guilty of some form of neglect one way or the other. Those who have had to deal
with such consequences are probably quiet - those who are so vocal are just lucky that none of their "bad" moments have not resulted in any harm.
I cannot believe that so many will waste all this energy on bashing the parents instead of rather using that same energy in rooting out pedophiles and people who have the audacity to
sneak into a bedroom and STEAL a child out of her bed. If the international community REALLY only felt this serious about people who cannot control their VERY VERY sick urges and
control themselves, we might just root out the problem to begin with. My suggestion to all those who are so angry at the McCann's is:
Use that same anger and organize protests at your local courthouse to campaign against the light sentences of these sickos. Take some time and start to count the sheer volume of cases
involving pedophiles getting kicked out of court due to lack of evidence - do something about that !!! If you are not actively doing anything about this topic then i suggest you just keep your
mouth shut and pray for Madeleine's safe return. You do not have the right to be so judgmental of a case nobody has any facts about. How many are guilty of knowing about a family
member, friend, co-worker etc who are preying on innocent children - how many are actually turning a blind eye ? Why don't you all froth at the mouth because of those who are aware but
choose to ignore it.
I also suggest that we start to lobby a campaign against Portugal - let the message reach the Portuguese that we as tourists will not visit their country until we actually see them doing their
job properly. Let them know that we are not stupid - reckless campaigns such as what has been allowed in their press are NOT acceptable and should never be - their secrecy laws sucks,
force them to change it. Let them become responsible - if they feel they do not have to then let them feel the drop in tourism. I honestly do not understand why in this day and age we still
allow such mediocrity in such an important area such as law and order. What message is Portugal REALLY sending to pedophiles and other scum? I apologize to the locals of Portugal and
hope they would understand that it is not aimed at the individual but rather at a system that needs to be upgraded not only for them but also for tourists. I believe it is important that one has
to have a certain level of trust in the Police - in my view the Portuguese police are lacking severely in that department. I for one have made a concious decision to NOT visit Portugal untill i
know a concerted effort had been done to better their police force etc.
Any person who looks at photo's of Madeleine can see that she is a REALLY happy child. One can feel the deep deep pain of Kate McCann through her photo's - nobody can argue that it is
obvious from her images that she is aching for the touch of her child. I dare anyone who look at the family pictures of the McCann's to tell me that they do not really look like a happy and
stable family. One only as to look at that to know those are not parents who would drug their children - those are not parents who were deliberately frivolous and opted for a night out and
did not care about their children. They made a tragic mistake. One they would regret for the rest of their life's. I would ask that everyone just stop with their rude and heartless comments for
now and rather send positive energy into the universe for the safe return of Madeleine - God knows this planet needs some good news - i believe that finding Madeleine will bring some
faith and healing into this world - a message will be sent out to all that their still is some goodness and justice. This will make everyone just so much more rejuvenated and strong to fight
harder for any other missing children.
Madeleine will bring about so much change in policy and hopefully will bring about serious change in the fight of protecting all children - do not begrudge her parents the money and
opportunities to fund and aid their campaign - take another look and see that whatever will happen in this case will automatically boost all other cases - it is inevitable - a case like this was
necessary to shake us all awake. There is a purpose in everything.
Sad how typical our society is - we are much better in dishing out pain and criticism than what we are in supporting and being unconditional in our love. Why not wait with all the criticism
once ALL the REAL facts are in. How dare anyone speculate about things they really do not know anything about? I guess the urge of self importance are just too strong to resist.
Finally Brian i feel i have to tell you that i can see a change in your attitude from the beginning to now. My advice to you is to take a step back and examine your own feelings regarding this

case. You are loosing perspective - you are definitely trying to do something good for humanity, do not fall in the trap of loosing your objectivity. Remember it is very possible that you are
indeed receiving clues and messages but could also be interpreting them wrong at the moment. The little bit that i know about the spirit world is that messages are not clear as day, it can
take a lot of time before something becomes clear enough for a true interpretation. "Under their feet" could very well also mean that someone they know are responsible it does not have to
mean right there in the same town. I believe that all the interest in this case has no doubted caused the traffic to your website to grow - be careful that you are not pressured to come up
with answers you are not really ready to give. Even for you this case will have a purpose i am sure - use it wisely it is an opportunity.
Let us encapsulate the McCann's in positive thoughts and prayers - that is what Madeleine really needs from all of us right now - keep your comments for when we know all the facts.
Peace to all
Perine
Belgium
reply
I do agree the money should be put to use on better investigative work, but the news article says basically they want to spent the money quickly now, and put some of it in new posters...I
do not think this is the best way to proceed, but as always, that's my own opinion. You also make some good points and I appreciate the advise and honesty and will make use of it.
Thank You Perine,
Brian
Hello Brian,
I hope the family is doing well. I just read the last few postings today on your site for madeleine, page 7. The last article is about the funding and how it should be sent. I have been
wondering for several weeks myself when are they planning to use the money and what is it for. This case is getting really crazy and I feel this family might be in danger, for some reason I
do not trust the authorities. They have their secrecy laws, but daily there are leaks to the media about the investigation, incriminating the family. I am hoping the mccanns have hired
private investigators, because they are going to need them. I have asked several friends of mine in the chat room if the British police are still working with the portuguese police or have
they slowly backed out. Do you have any idea if they are involved and I am hoping they are working on their own investigation. I am starting to feel hopeless for madeleine's safe return,
116 days, it is too long for a child.
I think the fund money should be used to find madeleine, hire PIs (England, Spain and Portugal they need to be located in these countries).
Please continue to encourage the family to follow your recommendations, it is becoming so depressing to hear all the negative media speculation. I was at the grocery store today, I live in
the US, near Boston, and when I picked up People magazine, front page, madeleine's picture is on it, it made me cry.
Please help find this child! She needs to be with her family!
reply
Hi, from what I have been told UK police are still involved, but if they are not keeping the McCann's updated on what's going on, it maybe possible that they too are starting to believe the
cover-up.
Brian
Hi Brian: I believe some of the news feeds you are receiving are tabloid sensationalism. This may be also. Madeleine: Now Portuguese press claims scent of corpse was found on
McCann's keys. You can read it at http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/news/article-23409814details/Madeleine:%20Now%20Portuguese%20press%20claims%20scent%20of%20corpse%20was%20found%20on%20McCann's%20keys/article.do This could be only more media
speculation. Please notice the picture of Gerry and the people surrounding him. Wasn’t this the man that was helping to search with RM?

Gerry has returned to Praia da Luz. He attended a mass at the church this morning. He obviously does not know anything about an arrest. Kathy R. reply Thanks Kathy, which person are
you referring to? All information I get on this case is now via email, and I agree most of it is most likely made up, but if the police are the ones making it up, things could get very bad for the
family...if they weren't bad enough. Brian
Hi Brian

Front view of church Nossa Senhora da Luz. Notice the 2 horizontal lines on your drawing compared to the church. Is 770 the height?

Luz - A fishing port nestling between cliffs, which in spite of being an important tourist centre; it maintains its traditional and typical character. Main Church - The church is medieval in origin.
Its main chapel has a gothic triumphal arch and VAults. The retable of the main altar is decorated with gilded carving in the baroque style (18th century). Also to be found are the ruins of an
important Roman '"villa" . with mosaics and pools. There is a small aqueduct to channel water from Quinta da Luz. Next to the beach are tanks for salting fish, probably built by the
Carthaginians and then used by the Romans. Rising above the beach is the old fort of Nossa Senhora da Luz (Our Lady of Light) (17th century), which has now been turned into a
restaurant I think Madeleine may be under the church Kind regards Z
reply
Thanks again as always Z, will post this ASAP. Brian
8.27.2008 Hi Brian,
I thought that I would take a look at all of the results from your dreams on Madeleine to see if anything jumps out at me. I listed the results on a spreadsheet and have attached a copy to
this email.
Please take a look at this site map of the resort on the Mark Warner website.
http://www.markwarner.co.uk/sun/portugal/ocean-club#item3
DD5589
I recognise this drawing as the Fortaleza da Luz which is now a restaurant.
DD5848
1200ft from tennis court 3 - Could this be the 3 tennis courts?
Look in RM Ocean Club - Could the RM actually be a reference to the Restaurant Millenium?
2724 - Could this be the last part of the Mark Warner telephone number 4227
The number 770 that appears in your dreams could be the 770 from the Mark Warner telephone number.
The number 6 that appears in some of your dreams could be a reference to the mini and toddler 2's club which is number 6 on the resort map.
There is a cemetary located 1km north west from the church. I found a photo of the cemetary here.
http://www.traveluzion.com/photos/displayimage.php?album=11&pos=3
Regards
Kevin reply Thanks Kevin, will post your work and I hope it can help :) Brian
Hi Brian
Is there any chance of you working with Rob Lindblad in locating the whereabouts of Madeleine McCann, surely with both of you working together to find her and other missing children you
would make a great team,you both have different gifts, put them together and it could well make the difference to finding these children,and perhaps it was meant to be,two heads are better
than one.I have always wondered why pyschics never get together to solve cases,i know you are not a psychic but you have a lot to offer with your r.v. hope your new baby is not keeping
you awake too much.
reply
Hello, all I can do is ask him, but his rule is that the request must come from the parents or police. From what I know many psychics do get together and help each other, but from what I
know, do not make their work public.
Brian
DD5441

Hi Brian,my names Jennifer,i emailed you about Lemon Grove Villa in Costa Blanca and was just wondering did it mean anything.Sorry you must be so busy just having a new baby and i
remember what that was like and everyone must expect you to have time to work on cases as well.Your wife must be a wonderful lady not to mind you giving so much of your time up to
work on these cases,and you as well for working on them.I was thinking because you said you think Madeleine might be in Robert Murats house or in that area.Am i wrong in thinking that
Robert Murat could be getting protected by the police because he did work as a translator for them and the Portugal police might know in what he done or are in on it and are protecting
him.The Portugal police might not of anticipated this being such a widespread news and are leaking information about the Mcanns to get them the blame and to distract people from the
case.Common sense will tell you that if the Portugal police are so private about cases then why would they leak information to the biggest story tellers out there,THE PRESS! because yes
it is being done on purpose to smear the Mcanns.Very clever indeed to tell the Mcanns to not comment on the case but then leek information themselves.I was also thinking could the
reason why the police haven't found Maddie at Robert Murats house is because they know she's there and are also bringing him in just to keep up appearances.I dont know what it is and i
could be wrong but i have a feeling by the way things are looking if Madeleine gets found it will be the Portugal police that finds her and it will probelly be when the Mcanns are no longer in
Portugal and they will make up some story on how and when they found her.I hope Madeleine is found safe and i just dont understand why because of the Mcanns faith that they are not
keen on psychics or mediums or your dream predictions etc even if these gifted people like yourself could help.My boyfriends family are all irish catholic's and his father even goes to mass
when he's on holiday and if our baby Rachel was abducted then there's no way he would not consider a gifted person like yourself who was put here by God anyway and would never let
his opintions get in the way of finding our daughter.That of the Mcanns puzzles me as they have done everything else but will not let the help of these special gifted people like yourself
help.You are such a wonderful person and are doing so much good but do you ever feel people expect results from you everytime and how do you know if your dreams mean anthing
and have you ever dreamt anything that was about you? xx
reply
Hi, I believe press is most likely telling the truth...at least about what the police are telling them...they maybe stretching the truth and rerunning old news over and over, but in most cases
there is some truth behind the hype...and it's being fueled by the police (not a good ting)
This is why I think it's so important that the McCann's leave the country. If Madeleine is safe, like I still believe, she will be found sooner or later, as it would not make any sense to harm her
now. In fact, if she is still in the local area, this means that she has not made it to her intended destination, and more than likely...not harmed...even sexually. The kidnappers are in this for
the money, and there is a very good chance that they are not pedophiles, their customers maybe, but not them. Kind of of like a good drug dealer, never does their own drugs...I'm not
trying to make a joke here, but to offer some hope for those people that are thinking the worst.
If she is where I think she is, the lack of media attention and the family being out of the country might be a good thing, as I'm sure that the reward money will be too much for the
kidnapper(s) to handle. But in order to make up a good story on how and where she was found, they need the case to go cold and the press to leave. If I had my way, the entire 1 mile
radius of where Madeline was last seen would be closed off and a complete search of the entire area would be made, with no exceptions, using UK dogs...but it seems like this is not an
option in this case.
I'm certain that Madeleine parents had nothing to do with the kidnapping, but they have to realize that they are being set-up by now. Why not just show the results of the polygraph test the
McCann's and friends took? This would be much better that trying to fight them with just words of anger...just a suggestion.
Brian
Hello Brian!!
I do NOT think that the portuguese police would ever arrest Gerry McCann if not they were absolutely surtain that he had done something to Madeleine.
This is a case that the hole world are following. Do you really think that the portuguese would risk all that tourists-loss to the country? I do not. Who would go to Portugal if you could loose
your child and even be falsely accused of having anything to do with it.
I also think that all the fund money should go to finding Madeleine, only this. When she is found, the rest of the money should go to helping to find other missing children.
I think now that You put to much attention on all the e-mails that you get, and on all the false media coverage. You can help Madeline! Don´t let all the rubbish into your head!
I believe Madeleine is alive, but noone is really looking for her. Who can find her just using the internet???
Best wishes Rita
reply
Hi Rita, thanks and you could be right, going to again take some time away from this case and see what, if any dreams I have.
Sometime's I think I get too into the detective aspect of this case, and forget that it's my dreams that are suppose to be guiding me to help others.
Brian
Robert Murats website is www.romigen.com
reply
Thanks, link posted.
Brian
hi Brian i found this very strange. Its reverse speech and the person explaining this claims that it is the soul trying to speak.
On forward mode the reporter says they pray for their daughter, but when reversed it says her body is in the vault here.
It made me think of when you said she is in a basement type place.
here is the link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfm1sF2I9Dg
what do you think?
best wishes, Kirsty
reply
Not sure what to think...very strange.
I believe this is an example of the power of suggestion, basically you hear what someone tells you they heard.
Brian
Hi Brian I have been googling information on your findings and dream drawings, I put in 770portugaland came up with an article in Portugal news that 770people attended mass on easter
day in three congregations at st vincents Anglican church in p.da.luz, i then searched for this church and found the following link www.stvincentsalgarve.org/praiadaluz.htm at the bottom of
the page there was a picture of a property they own on sao Miguel,azores an island. There are no satellite maps to look at as it’s a private property but there is a website to link to
www.residencialcasadojardim.com can you look at these and see if you feel anything about these locations. Thanks kx
reply
Thank you and I'm looking into this right now.
Brian
Hi Brian,
Here is the Google Earth map jpeg image to accompany my previous emails showing the 1200ft ruler between the Restaurant Millenium and the Robert Murat villa. The 1200ft distance is
also the distance between the MCcann Apartment and the Tennis Courts. If you want to keep these emails private please let me know. I can always drive over to Praia da Luz to take a
look if there is anything that you feel strongly about.
Regards
Kevin
reply
Hi Kevin, will post this ASAP and if you're able please look at the areas directly around the Milleniun Restaurant . I would look for any small small openings at ground level that might lead
to a basement or small space underground. I would also look for a window with bars, or an opening with bars...and anything that might look simialr to past DD's. If you go, please be safe :)
Brian

Hi Brian,

Congrats on safe arrival of your baby daughter and hello and best wishes to the two big brothers! I have been following your website daily since Madelaine's Birthday and have on a couple
of occasions submitted information.
I was looking back over the orginal drawing this evening and thought I would look at Ocean Club Website and there is a link to one of the investors in the resort 'The Symington Family' www.symington.com the youngest and latest controlling business member of this family is Rupert Symington. In your DD 5541 you state she is with RS and WS and also OCSBR is
mentioned on the same drawing. Also if you visit the website above you will see that there logo is a cross very much like the ones you have been drawing on quite a few of your
drawings.
I think the 'Symington's' must be fairly affluent and renouned in portugal as 13 generations of them have been making port in the region for hundreds of years. I have tried to google to see
if I could find out more about Rupert Symington but unfortunately not. Some of your readers comments indicate an apartment 26. On the contact us section of this website the address is
Traverssa Barao de Forrester 86, Apartado 26, 4431 - 702 Vila Nove Le Gaia, Portugal.
I am attaching a picture of Rupert who bears a striking resemblance to RM!?!
As well as your website I follow another daily which is http://mara-gamiel.blogspot.com/search/label/Madeleine%20McCann. This is a blog site in which Matthew James provides his own
insight into what is happening in this case. Between the two of you I think you have got a very good idea of where MM is. I think that this link to the Symington's fits the image that Matthew
James is depicting and also some of your drawings.
I know you are exceptionally busy and I could be completely barking up the wrong tree, sometimes I think that if you are looking at things too hard, you make them fit together.
As for the parents of MM I feel mixed emotions, I feel deparatley sorry for them for what they are going through, it must be completely awful for them as each day passes and they are
without her and no positive news. The UK press is indicating that they are at the point of giving up and coming home for the sake of their younger children, what an awful decision to make.
On other days I feel really frustrated with them for not following your leads, not contacting you and not looking for themselves. I guess we will never know what is going through their minds
and what motivates them to do what they do. All I can really do is stay positive each day that the good news will come and they will soon be reunited.
With regards to your own son starting school in a day or two - MM is supposed to start school is a couple of weeks, the local primary school has kept a place for her, with a coat peg,
drawer and desk ready. I really hope that she will be taking up the place real soon. My youngest daughter is also starting school next week and it really makes the whole MM affair seem
closer to home when you compare the simularities of the our own families and that of the McCanns.
With love to you and yours.

reply
Thank you very much for this, and will post it...anything or idea that can help locate Madeleine I welcome. I try very hard not to let my emotions get to me in cases like this, but after what
you said about Madeleine's school keeping a place open for her....it's very hard not cry...especially after seeing my own sons desk with his name on it today. I really wish I could do more to
bring her back home, but I really do not know what else too do.
Brian
Hi Brian Going back to you writing MAIO on your dream drawing, Portugal has an island called Cape Verde, west of Dakar from the African continent, in fact there is an area on Cape
Verde called Vila da Maio in MAIO. This island can be reached by boat & plane. In case Madeleine was taken by boat this small island could be quite a good hiding place. Or maybe she IS
at the place it was intended to take her. See link of a property agent called RM Development Services - I wonder who RM is?? http://www.rmds.uk.com/page/capeverde/cape-verdeproperty-maio.htm May be nothing, but worth a look Kind regards Z reply Thanks, posted. Brian
This is in the news section from the church website that was just posted on your site... www.stvincentsalgarve.org/praiadaluz.htm (from kx)
New Priest Arrives for St. Vincent's.
Members of St. Vincent's Anglican Church welcomed the Rev. Haynes Hubbard on May 6th when he arrived at Faro Airport after a 20 hour journey from his native Canada with his family
and pet cat.
???Just thought it a bit interesting that the old priest left the same week that M. went missing....
bc
reply Thanks BC, link posted. Brian
Hi Brian,
Please see enclosed map of Praia da Luz ("Curl in Praia da Luz").
Your DD 5895 reminded me of that 'curly' piece of landscaping on the map, on the left side.
Could it have anything to do with Madeleine? Its very close to the church, on the east side of it.
Any ideas?
Greetz,
CC
28.08.2007
BRIAN See link already posted in earlier post on your site. http://www.stvincentsalgarve.org/praiadaluz.htm
CHURCH: Anglican Chaplaincy of St. Vincents
Location:
The road ends in a small square with the church on the sea side of the square. Parking near the church is limited but on the road into the village there is a car park on the right.
I believe a man carrying Madeleine was seen near the Church on the way down to the sea front.
See Photo of helper on link?
Who is the woman with glasses? Could this be Mrs Murat?
________________________________________________
St. Vincents is a chaplaincy within Church of England’s Diocese in Europe
Casa do Jardim, Rua Jose de Concelçao Conde
Parque da Praia,
Praia da Luz
Algarve
8600-169 _______________________________________________________
SENIOR CHAPLAIN : Father Haynes Hubbard was appointed to the church on the 6TH May last. He came from Canada.
I noticed an very offensive post from a Rev Hubbard on the site
Google
*Psychic uk discussion Madeleine*
And go to Madeleine thread, it is posted on 25th August
Could this be the same person?????????
reply
Hi, not sure.
Brian

Post as copied from site as follows: Rev.Hubbard
(Login Rev.Hubbard)
76.205.86.74
As Told to Me,in Whispers of Truth and Utmost Sadness.From MADELEINE herself.
UPDATE 8.29.2007: Due to the numerous complaints I have received about the following, it's now located here.
From what I know, th e discussing board does not offer any help in this case.
reply
You too...and yes it is :)
Brian
Saturday, August 25, 2007
Madeleine McCann: the news from Portugal
In Portugal's Correio da Manha (Aug 24) :
Translation by Astro
English dogs denounced residue
Blood found in the McCanns’ van
The Policia Judiciaria collected a residue which the English dogs identified as being blood, in the car that was rented by the McCanns. The biological sample was sent to the Birmingham
lab, but the result is not known yet.
The collection of the sample has confused the investigation. This is because the car was rented by the McCanns over a month after Madeleine disappeared, which means the child could
never have traveled in the vehicle. And in doubt of what residue this is – if it really is human blood, if it is possible to define a genetic profile, if it coincides with the 4-year old child -, the
investigators keep all scenarios open. Nobody assumes publicly that the parents are suspects, but the possibility of their involvement is not being dismissed either.
As CM could further discover, at least one more organic residue was collected in the car of one of the family’s friends. It is unknown, in this case, whether it is a blood trace or some other
residue, like saliva or even a blood stain.
The discoveries were made by the English dog, which is a specialist in the detection of residues, during the intense searches that were performed on all the vehicles of persons that could
be related to the McCanns in any way. Robert Murat and his mother also saw their cars being inspected, but everything indicates that nothing relevant was found by police authorities.
Mosaic taken from bedroom
The second residue, which is also presumed to be blood because it was detected by the English dog, was found in the apartment where the girl disappeared from. CM knows that the
residues were on the floor, but invisible to the naked eye. The tiles had to be removed from the apartment so the residue could be collected and sent to England.
It is also unknown what the exams’ result is: is the blood from Madeleine, from a stranger or from a sexual predator that is referenced on the sophisticated English database? Or is it not
even human, or not identifiable, because the trace is so tenuous that it is not possible to extract a genetic profile?
There are many doubts and the impasse is increasingly evident. Although Policia Judiciaria does not depend on the results in order to strengthen the death theory that has been
constructed for several weeks, these might be fundamental, if they point at a specific suspect.
The collected samples
The English dogs arrived in Portugal during the month of July. They are both specialists in finding residues, the first in blood residues, the second in the presence of cadavers. The animals
remained in our country for approximately 15 days and checked the entire area that surrounds the Ocean Club. Besides the cars and the apartment, they found death odors on the beach.
Dog became nervous upon entering apartment
The dog that is specially trained to detect the odor of cadavers was very nervous when he entered the apartment from where Madeleine disappeared. The animal immediately ‘called’ his
keeper, who understood his signs as the detection that, at that spot, a cadaver had been present. The discovery, if confirmed, also indicates that the body would have remained on that
location for at least two hours, after death. Specialists say that only after that amount of time the odor becomes detectable.
Trail ends at the beach, south of the Ocean Club
The authorities walked the dogs at the surroundings of the Ocean Club. The trail that was defined by the dog that detects cadaver odors ends at the beach, south of the resort. CM knows
that the policemen opened holes so the odor, in case the body was buried, would become detectable, and the dogs nervousness was evident. The area was then searched, but nothing
found. The trail that was found by the dog matches the theories that were presented by the South-African specialist that was hired by the family.
(…)
Silent Lab
The Forensic Science Service (FSS), in Birmingham, UK, does not offer an explanation for not having yet concluded the tests that were performed on the material residues that are linked
to the Maddie case, which they received from Portuguese authorities.
Yesterday, CM searched for that answer with the communications cabinet of the lab, but no clarification was possible. The FSS is a unit with public capitals. It is independent from any
police or system, but gives priority to services that involve the British polices.
(…)
The witnesses that shake the friends’ group version
The contradictions that were found in the versions of the group of friends of the McCann couple have mainly been evidenced by depositions from Pamela Fenn, a neighbor of Gerry [and]
Kate in the Ocean Club apartment, and from Dianne Webster, 63, the mother of Fiona Payne, who was present at the dinner of May 3 with her husband.
Pamela Fenn was heard by PJ on Monday for 4 hours, and her deposition shows some important details. The most relevant one is in the difference of 40 minutes between the moment
when she offered to call the police for Kate McCann, who then said she had already done so, and the registered time of the call to GNR, informing of Madeleine’s disappearance. This
witness, who was counseled by PJ not to make any statements to the media, also said she heard the child crying for her father, on the eve of her disappearance.
Dianne Webster is also a witness of some importance. The version that was presented by Maddie’s parents and by other members of the group, that there was a kind of rotation in the
checks on all of their children, who had stayed each in their apartment, was not confirmed by Dianne Webster. In the version that she told the investigators, Dianne Webster, the
grandmother of two of the children that were at the Ocean Club, did not confirm that organization of the couples to check their children in the apartments, and said each was responsible for
‘watching’ their own children. There are also mismatching versions about who got up during dinner to go to the bedrooms.
The detail that allegedly 14 bottles of wine were consumed at dinner by those nine persons is neither confirmed nor denied by the PJ’s investigators that were contacted by CM, who just
stated: “It’s not in the case file”. At the present state of investigations it is not dismissed as a possibility that it may be essential to hear the elements of the group again, which is composed
by couples Russell O’Brien and Jane Tanner, David and Fiona Payne, Rachel and Matthew Oldfield, Kate and Gerry McCann.
English conspiracy admitted
The possibility is put between ‘clenched teeth’ and is not clearly assumed. But it is starting to ‘go around’ the heads of policemen who, over the last three months, have committed body and
soul to clarifying the disappearance of Madeleine McCann.
The results of analyzes to residues that were found in Portugal were sent to England, but British authorities failed to explain the delay of the answer. There is no justification for the
absence of preliminary results of exams whose conclusion date was set at between 6 and 14 days. It has been 17 and news coming from England leave nobody at rest. On a daily basis,
newspapers report imminent operations, point to suspects, seem to be involved in a “giant machine” whose sole purpose is to prepare British population for the possibility that the crime is
going to be ‘in house’.
From the initial theory of a kidnapping in an “almost third-world” country, where policemen were inefficient and children are not safe, the British media now turn to the possibility that it may
have been an accident. And newspapers that are generally considered more “rigorous” – the case of ‘The Times’ is evident – even present results of exams that the Portuguese police still
does not know. It is being said that the blood that was found in the apartment belongs to a man and the lab announces it will open processes of violation of the judicial secret. But then they
state the results are not ready, thus making it impossible to understand if the information is correct or not.
Several sources contacted by CM state their reservations on the events of recent days. And although they do not assume a “war” with British authorities, who until now have shown
themselves as rather cooperative with the investigation in Portugal, they admit that in England there is a “damage control” policy. After all, the English have played tough, and a turnaround
in the investigation could have devastating consequences even at government level. The prime minister, Gordon Brown, got directly involved in the case, not only expressing his solidarity
with the McCann couple, but also through the direct involvement of people that are close to him, in aiding and supporting Maddie’s parents. On the other hand, British diplomacy itself

opened the necessary channels for the McCanns to be received in several European countries and even by the Pope, in the Vatican.
Confusing the policemen there is also the alleged desire of the McCanns to return to their country. After insisting for three months that they would not return without finding their daughter,
they now show themselves in the disposition of returning to England, while one of the justifications is perplexing, to say the least: they say they didn’t know that the police were searching
for a body, when they asked PJ themselves, in July, to cooperate with a South-African professor who is a specialist in searching for cadavers.
Hi Brian, just wanted to make an observation regarding Rev.Hubbard
(Login Rev.Hubbard)
76.205.86.74
There is no way this could have been 'dictated', 'spoken' by Madeleine as the language used is American. English people refer to 'garbage' as rubbish and 'dumpster' is a bin or rubbish
bin. 'Diaper' is also an American word for which the English term is nappy. It really upset me to read those words but I do understand that you are very open about all information received
and post everything.
Same as everyone else who checks daily onto your website, I dearly hope that Madeleine is found safe and well very soon. I hope with all my heart that you are right in your dreams. I will
continue to check your website daily.
Kindest regards,
Michele
reply
Thanks, will post this and I she is found soon and safe, wherever she maybe.
Brian
The recent ramblings of whoever thinks they heard whispers from Madeleine herslf are ludicrous! Brian, please point out to people that before they try to con us, they need to have some
sort of intelligence. I stopped reading as soon as the word DIAPER appeared!! In UK we call them NAPPIES!! And Madeleine didn't use them either!!
This sick individual should seriously get help!!
Am still looking into the church theories. Thank you for continuing to support those of us who desperately want to see this lovely little girl found.
luv 'n' stuff
Tracy xxx
reply
Thanks Tracy, and I like the word nappies...will start using it myself, make more sense too :)
Brian
Hi Brian
I have not spoken to you before but have been looking at your dreams re: Madeleine Mccann. I feel so deeply upset that she hasn’t been given back yet, I wish they just would. In your
last dream of Madeleine you drew about 3 tennis courts etc and wondered if you have forwarded this information on to the relevant people, because if this is right she is so close. It up set
me because this morning Madeleine’s dad said that they were scaling down the campaign, I just hope that this dose not mean they would go home and not keep looking. Thanks for your
dreams Brian keep up the good work and I hope and prey your dreams come true.
Thanks Karen
reply
Hi Karen, I have not personally forwarded this DD's, but I do have several readers that are directly involved in the case. I have also noticed that I've received very few media reports on this
case during the past few days...I think this might be a good thing. From what I have been told about pending arrests that were suppose to happen a couple days ago...still has not
happened either...as far as I know at least.
Brian
Hi Brian Please post this link. Please note the comments from Paula and then a Rev. Hubbard.
Lois
The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
Shortcut to: http://www.network54.com/Forum/249341/thread/1185645200/last-1186582562/madeline
reply
Hi, will post the link the the comments.
Brian

Maddy's father snaps under pressure on TV
Tuesday, August 28, 2007
Gerry McCann and his wife Kate
The father of Madeleine McCann stormed out of a TV interview yesterday after repeatedly being asked questions about the investigation into his daughter's disappearance.
Gerry McCann, 39, threw down his microphone and walked out of a studio after being quizzed about traces of blood found on the wall of the bedroom where the toddler was last seen.
Before walking out he said: 'Everything you are asking me is about the investigation and we cannot discuss it.'
Under Portuguese law the McCanns are forbidden from speaking about the case.
His wife Kate, 39, who was also being interviewed by Spanish TV channel Telecinco, told the host: 'He is upset. He is going to get some air. It is very difficult because the questions are
about the investigation and we cannot answer. It is very frustrating because everything we see in the press is inaccurate and we would like to explain, but we cannot.'
Just days from her fourth birthday Madeleine vanished from her bed in the Algarve resort of Praia da Luz in Portugal while her parents ate with friends in a nearby tapas restaurant on May
3.
An interim analysis of the blood has reportedly shown it is not Madeleine's.
Mr and Mrs McCann said they were losing faith in the police, who they have accused of launching a whispering campaign against them.
With no obvious breakthroughs in the case after four months, the McCanns plan to wind down the campaign to find their daughter.
Mr McCann intends to go back to work as a consultant cardiologist in Leicester, where he and his wife live.
reply
Good for him, and he did the right thing...I think it's about time for the local media to find another story...and leave them alone.
Brian
8.29.2007
Hello Brian,

I am from the UK and have just had a look at your site.
Very interesting regarding Madeleine. I was wondering though - Would it be worth you going out to Praia Da Luz if you know approx where she may be?... or passing the info t osomeone
who does live there?
Surely for Madeleines sake the sooner she is found the better. I know the parents are not big followers of psychics but to me that seems irrelevant if you can find her. Maybe it will change
their minds forever!
Many Thanks,
Lucy
reply
Hi Lucy, yes it is irrelevant what the parents think and I'm in contact with several people there...the main problem is getting permission to search inside areas.
Brian
Hi again Brian
I was looking at scenery pictures for Portugal and Praia DA Luz and i found a web page for a villa in Praia DA Luz.Its called Villa Margarida the web address is
www.latelet.com/rental/22703.html and the name and contact no. is Melanie Condon 020 8673 1027 and the Ref no. for the villa is 22703.This villa is very private and secluded so would of
been easier to get your movements unnoticed and is only 8 minutes walk from the centre of Praia Da Luz and the beach.Which means the man seen walking away from the area of the
Mcanns apartment heading towards the beach holding a little girl wrapped in a blanket could of easily walked to the beach then to the villa.The villa has 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms and it
has a driveway and a car port.The villa also has 1 acre of garden.Its also has its own pool and hard tennis court which is located at the bottom of the garden,down steps from the pool
terrace,it is north -south orientated.The villa also has French doors leading from the sitting room to the terrace which over looks the pool and the sea and the cliffs of Luz.The web page also
has photos of the villa inside and out and of the tennis court.I know you are very busy and and am sorry but there's not many villa's in Praia Da Luz with Tennis courts which you have
mentioned in your dreams.I think everyone who knows about little Madeleine feels involved in helping as we all know her now and want her to come home to her family so much.I am
worried though that now the Mcanns are planning to come home and go back to work that the smear against them in Portugal will stop people from looking for Madeleine or will give who
ever took her the chance to do what they were going to do which could be:
MAYBE: Getting her out of the country which they could not do due to the publicity.
MAYBE: Hold her for Ransom which they could not do due to the publicity.
MAYBE: Taken her for the purpose of child to order with Portugal police
knowledge of this but can not move her due to the publicity. So the Portugal police have created a smear against the Mcanns to take the heat off the case and to blame the Mcanns
formurdering Madeleine.
MAYBE: She might of been taken by a paedophile and still being held.
But now the Mcanns are planning to return home the Portugal Police will either be able to
MAYBE: Lead people to believe Madeleine's really been killed so the person
who took her which the Portugal police know about can take her to
the people who ordered a child.
MAYBE: Now the Mcanns are planning to go home the heat might die down
a bit and the police and whoever took her know that Madeleine's
face is so well known it would be nearly impossible to take her
abroad or move her about so make up some story on how she was
found or the abductor contacted them on were they left her.
I just hope its the last one but sadly we still don't know for sure were she is.I do think the latest on the Mcanns are just pure evilness that the police dogs found the scent of a corpse on
their hired cars keys and in the hired car,which they hired a month after Madeleine went missing so she could not of been in it.So how could they of murdered her.To me it looks like the
police are now acting nervous so are making up impossible evidence like the scent of a dead corpse in the hired car.I think the police are getting worried that its all going to come out
because they did not realise that Madeleine would get so much Publicity.It seems that we are beginning to hear more ludicrous misinformed information on the Mcanns by the day and the
press say its from a police source and we all know what that means.Brian do you think it might give the people who took her a chance to give her back if the heat dies down because the
Mcanns are planning to going home?
Keep up the great work your wonderful xx
reply
Thanks, and will post this...will try my best, but starting tomorrow I might not have as much free time to work on this case.
Brian
Hello Brian
I have been enjoying your website, but i feel i must complain about the artical from rev. Hubbard.vision 20 July 2007 from a psychic forum medium. This message supposedly from
Madeleine crosses the boundaries of decency. The forum that I am on find the article distasteful, inaccurate, obscene and should be removed from your website. I believe in free speech
and up to now I have never queried any of the posts that have appeared on forums or psychic forums but in this case this post is the exception. The language used in it is not what you
would expect of 4 year old Madeleine especially being British. Words such as diaper, garbage and dumpster are not the words Maddie would use. I doubt very much whether she would
have still been wearing nappies (diaper) at 4 years of age. So please I appeal to you to remove this from your site as it is offending many, many people.
Mike
reply
Hi Mike, I have remove the test from the case and provided a link to it instead.
Brian
Hi Brian
The post from the Reverend Hubbard is very upsetting & does look false. Look back on page 1 of your site 22/5/07 & you will see that a Ilse from Belgium had sent in quotes from a
Reverand before. See the crimblog link & Rev quote posted 15/5/07. He normally signs off Rev *********. Yet in the recent post on your site is the full name Reverend Hubbard. Although
the text is similar in as much as being short sentences, the recent post on your website is clearly American written. Having said that the Rev quoted on Crimeblog had written the word ‘blue
dumpsters’ before.
Just to let you know that I have contacted the Leicestershire UK police many times regarding my information, posted or not, as well as repeatedly directing them to your website & pointing
out that Gerry may be set-up.
I have also given them Rob Lindblad’s contact details asking them to please call, as he deals mainly with missing children worldwide free of charge, giving also Annette Martin’s details.
Whether they do it or not I have no idea.
Kind regards
Z
reply
Hi Z, that post has been removed, I called Rob the other day and he's expecting a call from a family member or the police. If no one calls him...I'm not sure what to think.
Brian
reply
thank you Brian,it was in bad taste,hope that this will please everyone that found it offensive.i look forward to reading all the post on your website.and thanks for all the work you are putting
in,in order to bring our missing children home.hope the family are well.
reply
I agree, but I think the best thing to do about issues like this is just to ignore them :)
Brian
Hello Brian,

just wanted to say you're doing a great job!! I constantly check your site every day about little Maddie in the hope she is found!!
I went to visit my sister-in-law last night and we mentioned little Maddie, and she told me of a dream she had had not long after she had gone missing. She hadn't mentioned it to anyone
because she felt stupid and thought who would believe it anyway. When she woke from this dream, my sister-in-law said it seamed so real, and was very upset by it.
Her dream: She saw Madeleine in a room below the ground, which was under a public place, possibly public toilets. There was a rusty grill with little holes in which let light through, and
Madeleine could see people's legs and feet walking past, but they couldn't see her. The place is nearby where she was taken from. Madeleine was tied to a bed with her mouth taped, and
hands and legs tied. The room seamed to be damp and like a storage room.
I told my sister-in-law about you, and she hadn't heard of you before, and told her of one of your dreams of Madeleine being in a room below the ground. Well, you can imagine her
reaction - she couldn't believe it. I told her I'd email you of her dream. Very strange the similar dreams, don't you think??!! I asked my sister-in-law(who is called Pauline) if she thought
she might be psychic, and she then went onto mention a few strange things which she had experienced.
Just thought I'd mention it. I pray for little Madeleine to be safe. I have 4 children myself and cannot even begin to imagine what her parents are going through.
Keep up the good work Brian
Maria xxx
reply
Hi, actually no...her dream is most likely real...as we all can do this.
Brian
Dear Brian,
The Message from Rev. Hubbard put up on this psychic forum, which has caused a lot of grief and anguish to many people, has been repeated again by a Rev. Evans yesterday, 2 days
ago he also said that madeleines abductor uses this forum, he will not reply to any messages that people have sent asking him about this message, asking who Rev. Hubbard is because
both the IP Addresses are the same or if indeed he has contacted the police about the fact that he says her abductor uses the site. I have emailed him myself but have had no response. I
was wondering if you could take a look at the forum and post what you think, I find it all very very odd.
http://www.network54.com/Forum/249341/thread/1186973227/last-1188371572/Where+is+Madeline-+THREAD+08+%28THREAD+08+CLOSED%29
Thanks
D
reply
Hi, will post the link and wish I had time for it, but right now I do not.
Brian
Hi Brian
I emailed you from Portugal via ************ and I would like to join with the basic membership.
I was also just checking to see how emails make it to you page for viewers because like many other people I have some views which may help.
The drains I mentioned in Luz maybe under the resorts accommodation and be large for a small person to walk thru because some of the walkway seems hollow.
Also you mentioned that RM may have gone to Cancun (I think) and I believe that they are Catacombs under the church - could it be that the word refers to walkways under the church
rather than a city
I regret not lifting the drain covers but I was too upset with a fear of what I might find and now have many vivid dreams (every parents nightmare).
On one other note it feels strange at the back on the building where you walk to the main road as you pass a villa on the main road with a white tall statue with a large white bird on top.
Also you pass by 2 tennis courts and a area of building site land that is fenced in opposite the courts, each of these areas seem strange.
Many Thanks Amanda
reply
Hi Amanda, and thanks for reading. First you do not need to become a site member to access any missing person case, if you still wish to become a member, just click on the membership
tab at the top of most pages. Generally all emails I'm able to get to are posted to my site unless otherwise specified by the sender.
Also, are you able to contact the British Embassy in Portugal to see if they might be able to help in this matter? I would suggest that if you feel something is there, have someone look for
you.
Brian
HI BRIAN how is it going with you and your family?
I went to your site this morning from work and I was very puzzled as to why this psychic posting about st h. having a dream of Madeline and where she says that her mom is the one that
killed her, put her inside a garbage bag and called some men to dispose of her body, and slamming maddie against the wall …do you think this is exactly what happened to the little girl?
Brian I find this very confusing and yet very upsetting that they haven’t by now found her with your drawings and rvs. What’s keeping them from bringing her home if she is still alive? I also
read that the parents are planning in returning to uk and leave her…this is not acceptable…they are the ones to blame for leaving children unattended and going out for diner and drinks
with the friends.. If they do leave, to me they are the most horrific parents in the planet if it was my daughter I would make life changes and stay in Portugal until further notice. I get the
feeling they are trying to run away from something (a problem or situation not yet detected or understood by everyone around them or the mcanns’s themselves)…now the media says that
the cops found some syringe with sedative residues in their dresser what is this all about?
Brian is maddie really dead and her soul wants to find peace or is she still alive and kept at murat’s house like you said all along?
reply
Hi, I think she is alive and most likely at or around RM's home...I believe what you read is about what the police are trying to say what happened. Again, I have no reason to believe she
has been harmed or gone anywhere since the last RV, or lucid dream. I do believe that blame does fall to the parents for the abduction, and they should admit this, but what's happened
cannot be changed. I do not believe they had anything to do with the abduction, nor another of the other claims made by the local media. But I also believe the media is reporting what
the police are telling them...this is why I think the McCann's are in danger if they stay.
Brian
next page
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Why are all my missing person cases public?
The reason for making all my missing person cases public is simple...there is no possible way I can investigate these myself. I add at least one new case a day, 7 days a week with no
vacations...this leaves little free time to do individual case work. Making everything public far outweighs working in secrecy...what you get is what I dreamt, nothing more or nothing less.
When I post my dream drawing on a case, I usually post a translation too...this translation includes everything I know about the case, nothing is kept from you the reader. As with most
people, I do not remember a majority of my dreams, and going back to specific dd's (dream drawings) does not usually bring back anything additional I have not already posted. I am not a
psychic and can only work via dreaming or lucid dreaming, so with each request, I literally have to 'sleep on it'. I am not concerned about my dreams not being right, however I am
concerned about letting those who can make a difference in solving a case, do so. I have been doing this for several years now, and will continue to do it in a way I know works. I have
never charged to open a case, and have no plans on doing so in the future...all work, including work from those helping me is done 100% pro bono. When corresponding about a specific
case via email, please assume it will be made public...as always I will try my best to remove personal information of the sender...but mistakes do happen. To open a new case, check the
status of a pending case or to send information on a current case, please email my case admin Debra at this link. For more information as to how I do what I do and how we handle cases,
please listen to this radio broadcast in its entirety.
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For the lasted information on my dreams, please visit my Dream Forum here , or see below for the very latest posts.
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